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ABSTRACT

Chaoges io wage ioequality io Uruguay: A study coosideriog techoological chaoge

impact 00 occupatiooal tasks

Based on the "task approach" to labor markets tbis research seeks to test Autor, Levy and Murnane's
routinization hypothesis analyzing.!he contribution of technology content of tasks as another
explanation factor to !he distribution of men wages in Uruguay during the nineties and the !irst decade
of!he 2000s, To do SQ, using O*NET data, we construct two indexes of!he task content of occupations
to capture the potential effect of technological change on wage distribution, We use unconditional
quantile regressions (UQR) and a decomposition method based on the recentered infiuence function
(RIF) regression approach of Firpo, Fortin and Lemieux (2007, 2010), Our estimates suggest that
during the nineties as well as the 2000s changes in the distribution of men wages have been led by
changes at the top end of!he distribution explaining !he increase in inequality during the first period
and its decrease in the second, Technological task content of occupations contributes to explain
changes in the distribution of men wages, but these effects are better capture by the information content
of task rather !han the automation content, so we cannot confirm ALM routinization hypothesis .

JEL Classification: 13, J5
KEYWORDS: wage inequality, occupational tasks, RIF-regressions, technology,

Esta investigación busca testear la hipótesis de rutinización de Autor, Levy y Murnane analizando la
contribución del contenido tecnológico de las tareas como otro factor para explicar los cambios en la
distribución de los salarios de los hombres en Uruguay en las últimas dos décadas, basando la
aproximación al mercado de trabajo en el "enfoque de tareas", Para ello se construyen dos indices del
contenido de tareas de las ocupaciones a fin de capturar el efecto del cambio tecnológico sobre la
distribución salarial. Se estiman regresiones quantílicas no condicionales y se descompone la
distribución salarial utilizando un método de descomposición basado en el enfoque de Regresiones R1F
de Firpo, Fortin y Lemieux (2007,2010), Nuestras estimaciones sugieren que que tanto en los noventa
como en la primera década del 2000 los cambios en la distribución salarial de los hombres han sido
liderados por el tramo superior de la distribución explicando el aumento de la desigualdad en el primer
periodo y su reducción en el segundo, El contenido tecnológico de las tareas de las ocupaciones
contribuye a explicar los cambios en la distribución salarial, sin embargo estos cambios son mejor
captados por el contenido de información de las tareas más que por su contenido de automatización,
por lo que no es posible confirmar la hipótesis de rutinización de ALM,

PALABRAS CLAVES: desigualdad salarial, tareas ocupacionales, regresiones RIF, tecnología
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I. Introduction

Labor markets, both in developed and deve!oping countries had shown an increasing demand

for highly educated workers and had paid increasing wages for skilled workers. Therefore,

studies on inequality in labor markets had focus on changes in the retums to skills. For many

decades along lhe 20lh century, lhe employment perspectives as well as lhe wage leve! had

had a direct increasing relationship wilh each additional year or education. From the

theoretical point of view this evolution has been explained by what Acemoglu and Autor

(2011) had called lhe "canonical model", which assumes two distinct skill groups that perform

two different and imperfectly substitutable tasks or produce two imperfectly substitutable

goods. Technology is assumed to take a factor-augmenting form which, by complementing

either high or low skill workers, can generate skill biased demand shifts (Autor and Dom,

2012) .

However, the canonical model cannot explain certain pattems observed during the nineties in

labor markets of industrialized economies, which contradict lhe traditional hypothesis of a

monotonic increasing demand for lhose more qualified togelher with a decreasing demand for

the less skilled. Notably, the continuous rise in wage inequality at lhe top of lhe wage

distribution and lhe stagnant or even decreasing wage dispersion at the bottom (which has

been referred as "polarization"); lhe broad-based increases in employment in both high-

education, high-wage occupations and low-education low-wage occupations re!ative to middle

skilled occupation; the rapid diffusion of new technologies that directly substitute capital for

labor in tasks previously performed by moderately-skilled workers (Acemoglu and Autor,

2011) .

The main hypolhesis of Autor, Levy and Mumane (2003) (from here on ALM) - cornmonly

known as the "routinization hypothesis" - later formalized by Acemoglu and Autor (2011), is

that the polarization in the labor market - lhat is the fallen in lhe employment and wages in lhe

l
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middle of the skill distribution relative to the top and the bottom of the skilled distribution - is

explained by the faet that technological change complement and enhance the productivity of

analytieal tasks performed mostly by highly educated workers, substitute the routine tasks

often performed by middle educated workers and have a relatively minor effect in the cost of

performing manual non-routine tasks related to personal services that demand low educated

workers. Therefore, according to ALM' s hypothesis the retums to oecupational tasks have a

role to explain changes in wage distribution, increasing wages at the extremes of the

distribution relative to those at the middle .

Although the polarization pattern is less evident in Latin-American countries, the evolution on

wage distribution during the 2000s also contradicts the predictions of the canonical model.

While the raise in returns to tertiary education during nineties is in line with the ALM' s

hypothesis that ICTs complement the productivity of task mostly associated to be performed

by highly educated workers, after a decade of increasing inequality in labor earnings, Latin-

American labor markets, including the Urnguayan one, have assisted to a sharp decline in

inequality of wages during the 2000s mainly due to a reduction in the returns to skills and in

particular the return to secondary education (World Bank, 2012) .

For the case of Urnguay, many smdies bave analyzed the distribution of wages in the labor

market (Alves, Amarante, Salas and Vigorito, 2012; Alves, Brnrn, and Yapor, 2009; Alves,

Arim, Salas and Vigorito, 2009; Arim and Zoppolo, 2002; Gradin and Rossi, 2000, 2001 and

2006; Gonzalez and Miles, 1999; Sanguinetti, 2007; Vigorito, 1994; among others) .

Depending on the period of analysis sorne have found evidence of polarization (Gradín and

Rossi, 2000, 2001 and 2006) and of increasing returns to skill associated to a greater demand

for skilled workers. However, these studies had focused on the qualification of workers rather

than on the task content ofthe oceupations that they perform, which under ALM's hypothesis

have a role to explain changes in the distribution oflabor earnings .

As the increasing use of technology is a global phenomenon it is expected that its impacts also

affect labor markets in emerging economies, such as Urnguay, although certain lag may exist.

However, while in developed countries the task approach and the ALM routinization

2
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hypothesis have attracted a large amount of interest recently, mainly because of the

polarization observed in the distribution of wages, there is no (at least we have not found)

study considering the task content of job to analyze the distribution of wages in developing

countries .

The goal of this paper is to consider the technology content of tasks as another explanation

factor to the distribution of men wages in Uruguay and test ALM's rOUlinizationhypothesis .

\Ve are particularly interested in addressing the following questions: Io what extent did the

technology task content of occupations contribute to changes in the distribution of wages in

Uruguay in the last two decades? Did the change in wage distribution was due to changes in

observed characteristics of individual or because the returns to these characteristics changed

over time?

Io answer these questions we follow Pirpo, Fortin and Lemieux (2011). First, we measure the

task content of occupations using O*NEI data and construct two indexes of tasks conteni io

capture the potential effect of technological change on wage disiribution. Ihis allowed us to

rank each occupation1 according to the grade of automation and information required to

perform the tasks associated to them, and then 10 incorporate this indexes into the

decomposition analysis. An advantage of the task-based framework is thai it can be use to

investigate the implications of capital (embodied in machines) directly displacing workers

from tasks that they previously performed. Although, in general, it is expecied that task

performed by workers with any level of skills are subject io machine displacemeni, the sei of

task most subject to machine displacement in the last decades are those thai are routine or

codifiable. Tbat is, iasks ihat are primarily, though not exclusively, performed by medium skill

(semiskilled) wmkers (Acemogluand Autor, 2011) .

Second, we estimate unconditional quantile effecis using the recentered influence function

(RIF) regression approach ofFirpo, Fortin and Lemieux (2007, 2009, 2010) (Pirpo, Fortin and

1. For the period 1991-1999 we create the task content indexes of occupations c1assified according to the COTA 70, while for
the periad 2001-2010 we used the CIUO-88 according to the codifiers used by the lNE to classify occupations in the different
Current Household Survey .

3
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Lemieux, 2009) and decompose lhem to quantify lhe contribution of occupalions, as

summarized by the task content of jobs, in overall changes in lhe unconditional distribution of

wages over the lasl two decades. An importanl advantage of lhis methodology is lhat unlike

other decomposition methods, lhis one allows us to perform delailed decomposilions for any

dislributional slatistic for which an influence fundion can be compuled, including quantiles,

variance and the Gini indexo At the same time, while the aggregale decomposition separales

lhe effecl of changes in characlerislics and coefficienls, lhe detailed decomposilion allows a

partition of the overall componenls inlo lhe contribulion of each individual covariale (or group

of covariales) lo the differences in lhe distributional slatislic, which lel us compare lhe

contribution of changes in the returns to occupalional tasks lo other explanations such as

changes in the labor markel returns lo general skills (experience and education), which have

been the mosl common explanations lo changes in wage disnibulion .

We consider two periods with completely different characteristics regarding the evolution of

wage inequality. Indeed, while during lhe nineties wage inequality in Uruguay increased

systematically, during the 2000s the difference between the extremes of the dislribution

decreased. This alJows us to evaluate the "routinization" hypothesis in light of two very

distinct processes .

Up to our knowledge, this is lhe first study to use UQR and the RIF-regression decomposition

approach to analyze the distribution of wages in Uruguay. It is also the first attempt to

introduce the "lask approach" as an explanalion to lhe evolution in the distribution of wages in

Uruguay, a relatively new approach which, though still incipient, has been gaining growing

attention .

The paper is organized as follows. Section Ir, surnmarizes the mam results frnd in the

literature. In Section III we describe lhe wage data used and introduce the measures of task

contenl computed from the O*NET data. In Section IV, we document the changes in lhe level

and dispersion of wages across lhe different periods of analysis and Section V presents the

decomposition melhodology based on recentered influence function regressions. In section VI,

we show lhe empirical results and we conclude in Section VII.

4
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II. Literature review

Since the mneties the wage structure in many developed countries, reflect a polarization

pattem where the employments that require middle educated people started to decline as a

proportion of total employment, while the share in employment oflow and high specialization

levels increased? Simultaneously, the evolution of the respective wages have followed a U

shape, with bigger increases in the "upper tail" of the distribution of wages, moderate

incrcases in the "Iower tai!" and relative lower increases in the median of the distribution

(Autor and Dom, 2012). This pattem contradicts the premise of skilled biased technology

change which leads to a greater demand for skilled workers creating a pennanent increase in

inequality among skilled and unskilled workers .

According to Autor et al. (2003), a hypothesis to explain this "polarization" is related to the

new information and communication technology (lCY), and to the non-neutrality of the

technology progress. Critically, computers do not compete directly wilh abstract andJor

analytical and coordination tasks that characterize tasks performed by highly skilled workers

like professionals or managers, enhancing their productivity while performing the routine par!

of their work faster. However, this same technology directly compete with routine tasks,

which although requiring middle qualified workers, can be reduced to a group of instructions

lhat can be easily codified and followed by a machine and therefore can be automatized. On

lhe other extreme, occupations that rely on "manual" tasks and flexible interpersonal

communication may require very little specialization and may not require a lot of skill but may

be difficult to automatize. Consequently, in these occupations (which are generally associated

to personal services occupations3
) lhe automation of routine tasks has no substitution or

2. See Autor, Le"y and Mumane (2003), Autor, Katz and Kearney (2006), Goos and Manning (2007), Antonczyk,
Fitzemberger and Leuschner (2009), Ooos, Manning and Salomons (2009, 2011), Doro (2009), Michaeis, Narraj and Van
Reenen (2010), Jung and Mercenier (201 O), Antonczyk, DeLeiTe and Fitzenberger (2010), Firpo, Fortin and Lemieux (2011) .
3. The secular ose in employrnent and wages in service occupations with low qualification is caused by the interaction
between consumer preferences, which favor variety instead of specialization, and non-neutral technology progress, that
reduces the cost of penonning routine tasks but has a re1ative minar effect on che cost of perfonning personal serv'ices tasks.
If consumer preferences do not admit substitutes for tangible products of service occupations - such as meals in restaurants,
house c1eaning, security services and home heaJth service- non neutral techno1ogy progress concentrated in the production of
goods (that is non-service occupations) has the potential to increase aggregated demand for services and to rise the
employment and wages of services occupations (Autor and Dom, 2012) .

5
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complementation effect. Therefore, information and communication technology raise the

aggregated demand for skilled work and reduee lhe demand for routine work reducing its

wages and moving unskilled workers to service occupations. So in tbis last sector the effect

over wages is ambiguous because while it increases the demand for unskilled workers it also

raises its offer, so it is not possible to determinate in advance what wiUhappen with wages .

Autor et al. (2003) and Autor and Dom (2012) find evidence to support ALM .s routinization

hypothesis in lhe US labor market. Using information from the United State Labor Department

regarding tasks involved in different occupations, lhey classify lhe different occupations into

routine or non-routine and evaluate their vulnerability to automation. They find evidence that

the polarization of the US labor market between 1980 and 2005 was more evident in those

employrnents wilh tasks more vulnerable to automation .

Similar "polarization" pattems can also be seen in the nineties in different industrialized

countries. Michae!s et al. (2010) using industry level data for 11 industrial economies - 9

Europeans, US and Japan -test ALM' s IeT - based polarization hypothesis for the period 1980

- 2004. They frnd that JCTs can explain up to a quarter of the raise in the demand for college

educated since 1980. The industries with faster growth in JCT technologies (measured by their

expenses on ICT and their expenses on R&D) also had a greater increase in their demand for

high edueated workers and greater reductions in their demandfor middle educated workers .

Goos et al. (2009, 201 I), describe polarization for severaI OECD countries in the nineties

similar to that found for lhe US and the UK, with an inerease in the share in employrnent of

managers, professionals an low educated service personnel relative to manufaeturing workers

and occupations with routine clerk tasks. Using a modeLto capture. the effects of technology,

globalization, institutions and the demand for goods in the demand of different occupations,

they frnd evidence that the ALM routinization hypolhesis is lhe main factor to explain the

heaps observed in the empIoyrnent structure .

More recently, AcemogIu and Autor (2011) developed a Ricardian mode! of the labor market

based on the task content of jobs to explain the effect of technologieal change on wage

6
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inequality. They extend and adapt the canonical model to allow the endogenous allocation of

skill groups across tasks and workers across skill groups. In the context of tbis model,

technical change can affect both the productivity of different types of workers in all tasks,

such as the canonical model predicts, but also in specific tasks, thus changing the comparative

advantage of the different types of workers with low, medium or high skills. As the model

distinguish between "tasks" and "skills", it treats skills, technologies, and trade or offshoring

as offering competing inputs for accomplishing various tasks, and the fmal use of each input to

perform a cerlain task depends on its costs and comparalÍve advantage. Therefore, the relative

wages of low, medium and high skilled workers are determined by relative supplies and tasks

allocations. Although, the canonical model fits as a especial case of this task-based model,

while in the canonical model one factor-augmenting technical progress always increases all

wages, in this more general model it can reduce the wage of certain groups. Thus,

technological change could explain why wages in the middle of the distribution fell in relation

to wages at the "upper" and the "bottom" tail.

Like industrialized economies Uruguay has also experienced a growing inequality process in

wage distribulÍon especially during the nineties and the frrst years of the 2000s. Most studies

have attributed tbis increased inequality to increasing retums to educalÍon .

Vigorito (1994) and Gradín and Rossi (2000, 2006) observe an increase in the first and last

wage quantile relative to the middle of the distribution. In particular, Gradin and Rossi (2000,

2006) find that for the period 1989-1997 in the case of wages there was redistribulÍon from the

middIe to the extremes that tumed out in an increased polarization of wages, similarly to what

is observed in the US since the second half of tbe eighties. In Montevideo, these authors

explained polarizalÍon by education and age, which they consider to be consistent with

increasing retums to education and experience. In the case of the rest of the country

polarization is explained by public versus private sector and activity sector. Besides, for the

period 2001-2009 Espino (2011) finds that regarding employment creation the most dynamic

occupations were those that require primary school or tertiary .

7
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Contrary to Gradín and Rossi (2000, 2006), Alves, Arim et al. (2009), using data for a longer

period that takes ínto account data since 1981 to 2007, find that the polarization pattem is less

clear. Moreover, the evolution of inequalily, as well as its determinanls, ís dífferenl in the

upper and the lower end of the wage distribution. While for wages aboye the median of the

distributíon, the increase ín ínequality took place mainly during the ninetíes and was due to

increasing retums to observed characterislics, especíally 10 education. At the lower end, the

increase in inequality occurred during the economic crises (1981 and 2002) and was explained

by changes in unobserved characteristics .

Alves et al. (2009) and Sanguinetti (2007) using conditional quantile regressions fmd that

wage differences among workers in Uruguay are not homogeneous along the wage

distribution, highlighting the growing profile in the distribution of sex wage gap and lhe

retums to educatíon. Regardíng this last issue, they observe a differentíated structure among

educatíon levels, and also that this differentials raise with wages, especially for the upper

levels, which reflects a bigger wage dispersion not only between bul also within the educatíon

levels, meaning lhat there are different retums to individuals lhat share the same formal level

of educalion .

Therefore, there is evídence that the evolution of inequality in Uruguayan labor market has not

followed a monotonic pattem in the upper and the lower ends of wage distribution. Untíl now,

studies have attribuled the increase in inequality in the upper lail of the distribution lo changes

in retum lo skill, supporting the skílled biased lechnology hypothesis. BUl thís does not

explain changes at the lower end of the distribulion where, according to the roulinization

hypothesis, technology has a role lo play and lhe lask approach can shed lighl lo explain

changes in the distribulion of wages .

8
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IIl. Data

The empirical analysis is based on data from the Current Household Survey (Encuesta

Continua de Hogares, ECH), collected by lhe National Statistics Institute (Instituto Nacional

de Estadística, lNE). The ECH provides inforrnation about socio-demographic variables, labor

characteristics and income. For every year of analysis we pool two years of data together to

improve the precision of the estimates. We consider two different periods 1991 to 1999 and
. 4
2001 to 2010. In the frrst case, we use 1991-92 as the base year and 1998-99 as the end year,

and in the second case we use 2001-02 as the base year and 2009-10 as the end year. The

reason for choosing these different periods is that there was a melhodological change in lhe

classification of occupations, so by choosing lhese two periods we avoid distortions in the

analysis due to changes in coding of occupations5

During the different periods of analysis lhere were sorne changes in lhe ECH' s samples that

could cause sorne incompatibility problems. In 1991, 1992 and 1998 the ECH's sample

considered locations from 900 and more inhabitants. In 1999, based on lhe General Census of

Population and Housing from 1996, the sample started considering locations from 5,000 and

more inhabitants. In 2006 the sample changed again based on the inforrnation of the 2004

Census Phase 1. The samples for 2009 and 2010 include the whole country: all lhe locations

and rural zones. To avoid problems with lhe changes in lhe sample we only consider the

observations corresponding to locations of 5,000 or more inhabitants .

Like all reference studies regarding the "task approach", to carry out lhis research we focus on

men to avoid self selection issues. Including women would introduce bias into the analysis and

lherefore would require implementing somenot trivial methodological changes. Moreover, as

previous research on our specific topic of interest focus on men we considered it belter to

make the research as similar as possible to studies for other countries so as to get comparable

4. Alves, Arim et al. (2009) analyze the wage distribution inequality between 1981 aoó 2007. They finó that the greater
Íncrease in wage distribution inequality during the period of analysis occurred between 1991 aoó 1999 .
5. \Ve also analyze the evolution of wages during the penad 2001 to 2006 to avoid includíng into the analysis institutional
changes such as the Tax Reform implemented in July 2007 anó the Health Reform implemented in 2008, both o which had a
direct impact on wages received aod declared in the ECH .

9
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results. This does not mean that lhe differencebetween men and women are irrelevant in lhe

labor market or that the reduction that is observed in lhe sex wage gap has no importance to

explain lhe reduction of wage inequality. On lhe contrary, considering this issue is an

interesting route for fulure research .

The sludy considers active men workers under a dependence relationship - i.e. workers that

receive a salary whether they work for the private or public sector - between lhe ages of 25 to

64. As wage measure we used lhe real log hourly wage, obtained by dividing eamings6

deflated by Consumer Price Index and divided by hours of work. The ECH inquires lhe hours

warked lhe week before the interview but the wage received the previous month. Thus, we

assumed lhat hours worked during the week previous to the interview are the same for lhe

whole month before lhe interview, and divide the wages by 4.3, before calculating the hourly

wage.7 We consider only wages and hours worked at the main occupation .

To compute measures of technological change we classify occupations according to their task

conten!. As for Uruguay there are no sludies nor a systematic database of task content of

occupations, we use for this purpose the O*NET 15.0 data available from lhe National Center

for O*NET DevelopmentS and construct a crosswalk between the Classification of Occupation

for lhe Americas (COTA-70) occupation coding, used for lhe nineties period, and the Standard

Occupational Classification Code used in the O*NET classification of occupations (O*NET -

SOC), with currently 974 occupations data. For the period 2001-2010 we repeat the same

procedure with the Intemational Uniform Classification of Occupation (CIUO-88)9, which

6. To avoid differences due to changes on data available- to compute monthly eamings \Ve only consider salaries without other
benefits such as eamings in species, hoJiday salaries, tips, cornmissions, etc,
7. 'lo avoid getting hourly wages atypically high, due to wrong declarations of hours of work, \Ve eliminate the observations
with less than six hours ofwork during the week.
8. Ayailable at w,"'.w.onetonline.org The O*Net is the successor ofthe Dictionary ofOccupatíonal Titles (DOT), the database
mostly used in research related to the ALM routinization hypothesis. The O*NET program constructs a database (now of 974
occupations), containing information on standardized and occupation-specific descriptors, which is continually updated by
surveying a broad range of workers from each occupation. The O*NET database was init¡aUy elaborated by a group of
occupation analysts; this information is augmented by ongoing surveys of each occupation's worker population and
occupation experts. These statistical results are incorporated into new versioos of the database 00 an annual schedule, to
provide up-to-date information 00 occupations as fuey evolve over time .
9. Actually, what is used is a nationa! adaptation ofthe CIUO-S8 (CNUO-95). The CIUO-88 presents a pyramida! hierarchical
structure formed by 10 mayor groups at the mayor leve! ofaggregation, subdivided in 28 main subgroups, 116 subgroups and
390 primary groups. According to the Guide to Codify Occupations published by INE (1996), the statistic unit for the CIUO-
88 is the job, defined as the group of tasks perfonned or that should be perfonned by a persao 10 accomplish it. A group of

lO
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was used by the INE to classifyoccupations since the 2001 ECH. In particular, we cOnsider

information and automation content using O*NET data. We construct indexes for 285 of 3-

digit occupations available in the COTA-70 and used in the ECH (1991-1999) and 115

indexes for 3-digit occupations available in the CIUO-88. As there is no exact correspondence

between the SOC codes and those of the COTA-70 or CillO-88, when more than one SOC

code corresponds to only one COTA-70 or CrUO-88 codes, its task content index is the simple

average of the correspondent SOC task content indexes. 10

AIthough, the mapping might be imperfect, and the way of performing tasks in the US might

not be exactly the same as in Uruguay, therefore the characteristics of occupations between

one country and the other being different, we believe - as it is shown below - that the main

characteristics regarding the possible influence of technology change on occupations remain

similar especially when we consider the classification at a more aggregated level.

[Il.I Task content measures

We construct the task content measures using the O*NET 15.0 database. The O*NtT content

model organizes the key features. of an occupation into a standardized, measurable set of

variables called "descriptors". The job information is classified into a structured system of six

major categories describing the day - to - day aspects of the job and the qualifications and

interests of thetypical worker:

• Worker Characteristics (Abilities; Occupational rnterests and Work Values; Work Styles)

• Worker Requirements (Skills; Knowledge; Education)

• Experience Requirements (Experience and Training; Skills and Entry Requirements;

Licensing)

iobs with ver)' similar tasks is defined as an occupation. The ability to perform the tasks inherent to a specific job defines the
-competency. The imponant thing to define an occupatíon are the competences needed to perfonn the tasks inherent to lt, and
not to knO\V if the worker that perfonns certain occupation acquired its skills through formal or informal education and
experience; it does not matter either ¡fthe worker is better ar worse qualified that another ane in the same occupation.
10. See Appendix Tab1e A.l .

11
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• Occupational requirements (Generalized Work Activities; Organizational Context; Work

Context)

• Occupation-Specific Information (Task; Tools and Technology) .

• Workforce Characteristics (Labor Market Information; Occupational Outlook)

Following Firpo et al. (2011) and Jensen and Kletzer (2010) we focus on the "Occupational

Requirements" of occupations desígned to provide "a comprehensive set o/ variables or

detailed elements that describe what vario1ls occ1lpations require" (National Center for

O*NET Development 2006, 20, cited in Jensen and Kletzer, 2010). In the spirit of Autor et al.

(2003) to measure routine versus non routine and cognitive versus non cognitive aspects of

occupation, we consider two categories thought to be positively related to technology:

"Information conten!"' and "automationlroutinization". The frrst one intends to identiry

occupations with high information content that are likely to be affected by ICTs, and within

the Generalized and Detailed Work Activities subdomain we consider the following work

activities: "Getting information", "Processing information", "Analyzing data or information",

"Interacting with computers" and "Documenting/Recording information" .

The second one is constructed using the Work Context subdomain, to reflect the degree of

potential automation: "degree of automation"', "importance of repeating same tasks",

"structured versus unstructured work (reverse)", "pace determined by speed of equipment",

and "spend time making repetitive motions" .

We compute two different measures of task content: i) the information content of jobs and, ii)

the degree of automation of the job and \vhether it represents routine tasks. For the

construction of these indexes we follow Firpo (2011). For each occupation, the O*NET

provides information on the "importan ce" and "leve]" of required work activity and on the

frequency of five categorical leve] of work context.11 "Importan ce" is the rating of answers to

11. We consider the follo,,,ing work activities: "Gctting inforrnation-' (4.A.I.a.I), "Processing infonnation" (4.A.2.a.2),
"Analyzing data or infonnation" (4.A.2.3.4); "Interacting with computers"' (4.A.3.b.l). "DocumentinglRecording information"
(4.A.3.b.6) and the following \york context categories: "degree of automation" (4.C.3.b.2), "importance of repealing same
tasks" (4.C.3.b.7). "structuredversus unstroctured work (reverser (4.CJ.b.8), "pace determined by speed of equipmen('
(4.C.3.d.3) and"spcnd time mali.ng repetitive rnotions"(4.C.2.d.l.i) .

12
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the question: "How important is this skiH to performance ofthe jobTAnswers vary from "not

important" to "extremely important", on a scale of l to 5. "Level" is the response to "What

level of this skill is needed to perform this job?" ranging from low to high in a scale from l to

7 (Jensen and K.letzer, 20 lO), while lhe categoricallevels of the frequency element of the work

context range from never to every day in a scale from l to 5.

We assign a Cobb-Douglas weight of two thirds to "importance" (1) and one third to "Ievel"

(L) in using a weighted sum for work activitÍes. While for work contexts, we multiply the

frequency (F) by lhe value of lhe categorical level (V). Thereby, for each occupation j we

compute two composite task content indexes (TC), so lhat:

5

(1) lnformation Content¡ = lC} = L I¡~3* LX3

k=l
5

(2) Automation Content¡ = AC} = L Fjl * !jI
l=l

Where k is the number of work activity elements, and 1 lhe number of work context elements

considered in lhe construction of lhe task content indexo We normalize lhe task measures by

dividing them by their maximum value observed over aH occupations, so that lhey range

between zero and one. That gives us a ranking of occupations for each of lhe two dimensions .

We use these indexes to assess the impact oftechnological change on changes in wages.12

In Table l we report lhe average value and standard deviations ofthe measures oftask content

for five major occupational groups. As it is observed in Figure 1, alike the results reported by

Firpo et al. (2011) using US data, Professional, managerial and technical occupations have lhe

highest score in terms of their use of information, and a relative low score for automatÍon. On

lhe other hand, Production workers and operators have a low score in terms of lheir use of

12. In OUTcase tbe occupation with the higher infornlation content index is Financia] .t\na1yst and the Qne witb the lowes! one
is models, followed by fannworkers and lahorers. 00 the otber hand, the occupation with the higher automation index is tire
builders, plastic and rubber operatoTs and the ones with the lowest one are rnodels and tour guides .

13
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information and the highest score for automation. Therefore, technological change is expected

to have an adverse impact on wages in this last group of occupations while benefiting those

with a more intense use of information technology .

The distribution of both indexes among occupational categories is similar for both decades .

The small changes in the overall mean of information and autornation content frorn the 90s to

the 2000s could be interpreted as changes in the share of occupations with a bigger

information index and a smaller autornation index, as the indexes used are the sarne for both

decades. However, sorne change rnay also be attributed to the use of a different classification

code for occupations .

We expect ICTs to enhance tasks involving the processing of information performed by high

skilled workers while substituting those tasks that can be autornated and generally performed

by rniddle skilled workers. In this sense, we expect a direct relationship between the

"information content" of task and wages and an inverted U-shaped relation between the

"autornation content" of task and wages. In Appendix Figure A.l we show the relationship

between our task rneasures and wages for both periods of analysis. We confirm that while

information task content tend to be rnonotonically related to wages, autornation task content

follows an inverted U-shaped curve consistent with ALM's routinization hypothesis .

14
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IV. Wage dispersion in Uruguay - Descriptive evidence

Appendix Table A2 reports lhe mean and standard deviation values of several variables for

lhe 90s and lhe 2000s. The most notable changes along lhe period of analysis are a raise in the

participation of middle (between 10 and 16 years of schooling) and high educated (more than

16 years of schooling) in detriment of those less educated (less than 10 years of schooling) .

Regarding potential experience, the behavior is different between lhe two decades: while in

lhe 90s there is an increase of those with little or middle experience in detriment of more

experimented workers (more than 30 years), in lhe 2000s less experimented workers also

increase its share but lhose wilh middle experience (between 10 to 30 years of experience)

decrease .

With regard to hourly wages there is a relatively small increment during the whole period of

analysis (0.024 in log terms). Ho,,'ever, while in the 90s mean men hourly wages increased

0.103, between 2001/02 and 2009/10 the increase was barely 0.029. This difference is due to

the great economic crisis lhat Uruguay suffered between 2001 and 2003 wilh lhe obviously

negative impact on labor markets and especially on wages.l3 Actually, it took until 20 IO for

mean real wages to recover its pre-crisis levels.14

Regardinginequality, during the 90s global inequality raised mostly due to an increase at the

top end of lhe distribution together wilh a smaller increase in the bottom half. However,

during the first decade of the 2000s, global wage inequality decreased explained by a

reduction both at lhe bottom and lhe upper half lhe distribution (See Appendix Table A.3) .

Nonetheless, inequality increased during the first half of the 2000s and started to decrease

afier 2007 (Perazzo,-2012) .

Figure 2 confirms lhe previous analysis. It shows changes in log real wages ($ Dec. 20 IO) at

each percentile of lhe wage distribution, for lhe different periods of analysis. During lhe

13. in 2001 Uruoua:y"s GDP dropped 3.8% ,,,,hile in 2002 GDP shrank 7.7%. Meanv.'hile, unemploymcnt increased up to
20.4% in September 2002 and real wages declined 10.7% in 2002 and 12.4% in 2003 .
14. Measured by the Mean Real Wages lndex (IMSR for its initials in Spanish) .

15
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nineties men wages at the top raised much more than wages in the middle, resulting in

increased top-end inequality, while changes in lhe lower half of lhe distribution have been

more modest. By contrast, from 2001/02 to 2009/1O changes in men real wages at each

percentile of the wage distribution show a decrease in wages at the top end of the distribution

and an increase in wages at the lower end, which results in a decrease in global inequality .

Wage changes in Uruguay during the nineties are better explained by lhe canonical model but

also in line wilh the ALM hypothesis lhat ICTs complements tasks performed by high

educated workers. During lhe 2000s, however, changes in lhe lower half of lhe distribution

seems to follow a pattemin line with ALM.s routinization hypothesis. Nevertheless, the

evolution of inequality at lhe top end of the distribution seems to contradict lhe

complemenlation hypothesis .

However, changes in wage distribution in the second half of the 2000s should be analyzed

with caution as, together with a rapid economic growth, lhey were affected by important

institutional changes: increase of minimum wage, restoration of wage councils, income laX

inception and a Health Reform. After July 2007, Uruguay implemented a lax reform that

introdueed income taxes, which had a direct impact on wages actually received by lhose

belonging to lhe upper tail of lhe distribution, while at !he same time it increased or had no

impact on lower wages.15Besides in 2008 a Health Reform was implemented according to

which each worker has to destine a mandatory percentage16 of its wage to the National Health

System .

As wages in lhe ECH are declared net of social security and income laxes, the tax and health

reforms translated into a reduction of declared wages belonging to the upper lail of !he wage

distrilmtion-and an increase in lower wages. Amarante, Colafrancheschi and Vigorito (2011)

estimate retums to education for both pre- and post-tax labor income. They find !hat income

tax for the entire labor force exerted a significant contribution to lhe reduction of inequality by

15. Befare the tax reform was implernented, wages had to paya tax called TRP (Tax to personal remunerations) which was a
fixed percentage aver salaries with arate betv,;een 0% and 6%. Several studies prove that the tax reform had had a positive
impact to reduce inequality, increasing the ineome actually perceived by those al the bottom half of the distribution and
reducing the income of those at the lap end (See Amarante, Arim aod Salas (2010), Perazzo and Rodríguez (2007».
16.4,5% ar 3% depending 00 having children or DOt.
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downsizmg the skill premium m 2008 relative to 2006. However, the 2008 to 2010 evolution

of pre-tax skill premium shows the same pattem as the post-tax one. Therefore, although the

level of pre-tax inequality was considerably mitigated by the income tax and contributes to

explam the reversal of the 2006 to 2008 mequality trend it cannot explain by itself the 2008 to

20 IOreduction m retums to education .

At the same time, other mstitutional changes that affected the lower end of the distribution

occurred smce 2005. The national mínimum wage introduced in 1969 in order to establish a

wage floor for private workers over 18 years old, had had a declining tendency until almost

havmg a marginal role 10 determme wages due to its constant loss of purchasing power.17

Therefore, it became more a policy mstrument 10 control govemment expenditure - smce it

was the reference measure to mdex social security variables - than an effective regulatory

mechanism oflabor markets. However, smce 2005 the real minimum wage mcreased sharply .

Indeed, between 2004 and 2010 the real minimum wage raised 157%. Borraz and González

Pampillón (20J J) using OL8 estimations fmd ¡ha¡ the increase m ¡he mlmmum wage

contribUles to reduce inequality. However, when they use instrumental variables and a

semiparametric estimator they fmd that the mcrease in the minimum wage overall has no

significant impact on wage mequality, although its impact is significant on the 10th, 20th, 40th

and 60th percentile gap (relative to the 70th percentile). Besides, PNlJI) (2008) shows for 2005

and 2006 tbat the increase of mmimum wage has contributed to a reduction m wage inequality

due to its impact at the lower end of the distribution. In 2004-06 the total mcidence of the

mcrease in mmimum wages on the Gini mdex of salaried workers was estimated to be -0.4 and

-0.54 m the case oflow skilled worker.

Besides, m 2005 collective negotiation of wages was reinstituted 18 and smce the 2008 round

mínimum wages by category had had a bigger increase than medium wages (Cabrera and

Cárpena, 2012) which, may have also impacted on the lower end of the wage distribution .

17. In 2004, the minimum natianal wage had a 24% power purchase of that of 1969. Besides Buchelli (1998) and Furtado
(2006) state that minimum wage 10st its effectiveness as a regulatory rnec-hanism. Indeed, according fa Buchelli (1998), while
in 1986 between 18% to 40% of private wage-earner worker eamed a minimum wage or iess, in 1997 this group cnll'
represented between 2% and 6% of private wage-earners workers and in 2006 this percentage increase to 10,2% (P1\'UD,
2008).
18. 1tmust be said, however, that agreements became effective oniy smce 2006 .

17
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Moreover, intemational literature regarding collective negotiations states lhat a more

centralized wage setting mechanism is associated wilh a reduction on wage dispersion

(Perazzo,20l2) .

As a consequence of lhe mentioned changes, it is not irnmediately to associate the reduction in

inequality at the bottom end of the distribution between 2001 and 2010 with ALM's

routinization hypothesis. To have a clearer idea of what happened to wage distribution before

lhe tax reform and other institutional changes were implemented, we repeat lhe exercise for

lhe change in wages between 2001102 and 2005/06, For this last period data present a slight

inverted U_shape,19suggesting lhat contrary to what could be expected, workers at lhe middle

of lhe distribution were the less affected by lhe 2002 economic crisis. Besides, Alves et al.

(2012) suggest that the decrease in inequality in the lasts years is related to institutional

changes such as lhe ones mentioned aboye .

19. Although, what is actually observed are decreases in wages due to the faet tbat during 1998~2003 the Uruguayan economy
experiment the worst crisis in the Uruguayan economic history, and wages did not fully recovered unti] 2010 .

18
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V. Decomposition methodology

In this section we discuss altemative decomposition methods and present the one introduce by

Firpo, Fortin and Lemieux (2007, 2009, 2011 FFL from hereon) which we acrnany used in this

research. The aggregate decomposition (Ll~) consists of dividing the Oyeran change in a given .

distributional parameter into the effect of changes in coefficients (stlUcture effect,(Ll~)) and in

characteristics (composition effect, (Ll~)). The structure effect reflects how the conditional

distribution of the variable of interest, F(YIX), changes over time and !he composition effect

reflects the effect of changing the distribution of the covariates X.20 The detailed

decomposition permits a partition of the Oyeran components into the contribution of each

individual covariate (or group of covariates) to the differences in the distributional statistic .

The Oyeran change over time of the distributional statistic v would be:

which can be decompose into:

where the first term is the wage sttucture effect and the last one represents the composition

effect. ve = v(FYO/T=l) is the counterfactual distributional statistic, that represents the

distributional statistic that would have prevailed if individuals observed in T=Ohad been paid

under the wage structure of T= l. Then we have,

20. In the literature the composition effeclS are usualIy referred to as the explained effects while the structure
effects are narned the unexplained effeets. . .

19
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The goal of this paper is to explain changes on wage inequality and especially to measure the

effect of technological change, as measured by the task content of occupations, on the

distribution of wages. As has been mentioned, explanations regarding changes' on .wage

inequality affect specific points of the distribution. For instance, the computerization of

routine jobs proposed by ALM (2003) tends to affect the middle and lower-middle of the

distribution. Therefore, it is important to go beyond the mean and su=ary measures such as

the variance to better understand changes in wages inequality .

Three decomposition methods have been suggested in the decomposition literature to

decompose in detail both the composition and the wage structure subcomponents of the

change over time of a distributional statistic (apart from the mean) into various explanatory

factors: Inverse Propensity Reweighting (DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux, 1996), Estimation of

Conditional Distribution (Chemozhukov, Femandez-Val and Melly, 2009) and Recentered

Influence Function Regressions (RIF-regressions) (FFL, 2009) .

According to FFL (20 lO), the problem with methods based on conditional distributions is that

they require computing a large number of counterfactuals conditional distribution functions

and quantiles, which may result in non-monotonicities in the estimated counterfactual

distribution. Therefore, sorne smoothing method may be needed to make sure that the

counterfactual distribution is monotonic and thus, invertible into quantiles. Besides, the

procedure is path dependent since the different counterfactual elements of the detail

decomposition have to be compute sequentially .

On the other hand, Dinardo, Fortin and Lemieux (1996) reweighing method is simple to

implement and counterfactual values of any distributional statistical.can be readily computed

from the reweighted sample but this method is also path dependent. Besides, this type of

procedure does not provide a general way to dividing up the contribution of each covariate to

the wage structure and composition effect, except for the case of du=y covariates (FFL,

2010) .

20
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Unlike the other two methods lhe RIF-regression decomposition method is palh independent,

is not computational intensive and is easy to interpret (FFL, 2010)21 A RJF-regression is a

regression where the dependent variable, Y, has been replaced by the recentered influence

function (RIF). of lhe statistic of interest v(F). In general terms, a RIF-regression coefficient

can be interpreted as the contribution of one observation to the individualstatistic of interes!.

In the particular case of quantiles lhe RIF-regression is known as unconditional quantile

regression (uQR). Jt estimates lhe impact of changes in lhe independent variables over lhe

unconditional quantile of lhe explained variable. It seeks to answer questions such as: which is

lhe impact of increasing one year of education over the median of wages, keeping everything

else constan!. FFL (2009), estimate UQR using different regression melhods (Ordinary Least

Squares (OLS), Logit and non parametric melhods) showing lhat they all get similar results

and thus for simplicity reasons recommend to use RIF-OLS .

Unlike lhe traditional (conditional) quantile regressions which focus on lhe determinants of lhe

conditional distribution, lhe UQR allows to directly obtain lhe effects of small changes in lhe

covariates over lhe unconditional quantile of lhe variable of interes!. Besides they could be

extended to olher statistics of interest such as the variance or the Gini indexo Anolher

advantage ofUQR, in particular, and RIF-regressions in general, is that lhey allow identifying

non-monotonic effects. That is to say, they caprore both, between and wilhin (conditional

distribution) effects of covariables. Specifically, they can caprore the effect of a covariable not

only because of changes in the conditional mean but also because of its changes along the

whole distribution .

The melhod used here to decompose wage changes follows FFL (2007, 2010) and involves

performing Oaxaca-Blinder type decomposition on the unconditional quantile partial effect

obtained through lhe RIF-OLS estimates. Similarly, lhis method allows decomposing other

statistics of interest such as the variance or lhe Gini indexo The idea is to use the recentered

21. Firpo, Fortín and Lemieux (2007, 2009 and 2010) explain in more detail ha\\' lo perfonn this decomposition and illustrate
ha\\' the different elements of tlle decomposition can be computed in the case of specific distributional statistics. Here, we
simply present a short surnmary ofthe methodology based 00 thase papers. For more detail al50 see-Appendix l .
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influence function for lhe statistic of interest instead of the outcome variable as the left hand

side variable in a regression. Once lhe RIF -regression has been estimated, the estimated

coefficients can be used to perform the detailed decomposition in the same way as a standard

Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition (FFL, 2010) .

As in lhe case of the standard Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition, performing a decomposition

based onIy on lhe RIF-regression may have a bias problem because lhe linear specification

used in lhe regression is onIy a local approximation that does not generally hold for larger

changes in the covariates (FFL, 2007). To solve this problem, FFL (2007, 2010) recommend a

two-step procedure to estimate lhe different elements of the decomposition. In the frrst stage,

distributional changes are divided into a wage structure effect and a composition effect. This

stage is based on a reweighing procedure to cope wilh potential non-linearities in lhe true

conditional expectation. The second stage further divides lhe wage structure and the

composition effects into the contribution of each covariate, and is based on the estimation of

RIF"regressious .

By analogy to a standard Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition, we could write the wage structure

and the composition effect as:

(4) .ó~=E[X IT = lF. (yf - yg)

(5) .ó~=[E(X I T = 1) - E(X I T = W].yg

where y" Yo are lhe estimated coefficients ofthe RIF regression .

Following Dinardo et al. (1996), lhe frrst step ofthe estimation procedure consist ofestimating

lhe weighing function wc(T, X) and then to compute the distributional statistics directly from

lhe appropriately reweighted samples. Without this reweighing procedure the decomposition

would only yield consistent results if the true conditional expectation is in fact linear, which

imposes a strong assumption on the data (FFL, 2007). The reweighing procedure generates a

22
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(7) AV (X-e X-) ~v X-e(~V AV)
"'XR= o-o.Yo+oYc-Yo

22. In this research, the reweighting function is computed. as the ratio of the predicted probabilities obtained from a logit
specification modeJ that considers the explanatory variables ofthe decomposition analysis and their interaction .

(6) w (X) = pr(T=lIX). Pr (T=O)
e Pr(T=l) Pr (T=OIX)

AV
LlX,e+=

Where Yi>Yoand Yeare lhe RIF eslimaled coefficienls for the T=O, I samples and the T=O

sample reweighted to have the same dislribution of X as In T=1,

Xo = E[RIF(yoyo)IX, T= O]and xg = E[RIF(yoyo)IX, T = 1).

The second terro in equation (7) is the approximation (specification) error, linked to the fact

thal a potentially incorrect specification may be used for the RIF-regression. The

approximation error is large when the linearily of the RIF-regression is inappropriate and

Following FFL (2011) the estimated composilion effecl t.~,Rcan be divided into apure

composition effect íi~,p using the wage slructure of period Oand a componenl measuring lhe

specification error, íi{e

In the second step, the decomposition analysis is perforroed on the reweighted data by

estimating OLS regressions of the RIF on X for the T=O, I samples and the T~O sample

reweighted to have the same distribution of X as in T= l .

The reweighing procedure is based on estimating a logit (or probit) model on the probability

ofbeing observed in group 1.22

counterfactual observation that results if individuals of group o had the same distribution of

observable characteristics as individuals in group l. So that the weighing function We (T, X)

can be estimated as
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The wage structure effect can be written as

(8) AV - X- (~V ~V) + (X- X-e) ~v'-'S,R- 1 Y1 - Ye 1 - o . Ye ,

23. The standard Oaxaca.Blinder decomposition has two limitations, apart fraID no! being suitable to examine changes in the
entiTe distribution oftbe variable ofinterest for functional statistics other than the meao. Qne limitarian is tbat the contribution
of each covariate to the wage structure effect is sensitive to the choice of the base group. The other ane Is that the Oaxaca _
Blinder decomposition provides consistent estimates of the wage structure and composition effect only under the assumption
that the conditional expectation is linear, since when linearity does not hold, the decomposition based on linear regression will
be biased (FFL, 2007).
24. See methodological Appendíx .

AV
.LJ.S,e+

should be small when it provides an accurate approximation of the composition effect.

Therefore, looking at the magnitude of lhe error provides a specification test of FFL' s

regresslOn model-based procedure (FFL, 2007). In practice lhe total approximation error

corresponds to lhe difference between the "Total wage structure" across the standard Oaxaca

Blinder and the reweighted-regression decomposition .

where 7i¥ e is the reweighting error, which tends to disappear in large samples if the

reweighting matrix is consistently estimated and plim(Xg) = plim (Xl)' The difference

. between the wage structure effect in a standard Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition and that in

equation (8) is that, instead ofusing lhe unadjusted regression coefficient for group O (yg), the

FFL(2007) decomposition method use the regression coefficient when the group O data is

reweighted to have the same distribution of X as group 1 (y%). Unlike the Oaxaca-Blinder

decomposition, using lhe counterfactual coefficient avoids to contaminate the difference in lhe

wage structure with differences in the distribution of the covariates between fue two groups

andlherefore allows to reflect solely the differences between the structures in T=1 and T=O.

That is, using y¿' instead of yg allows dealing with one of the two limitations of Oaxaca-

Blinder decomposition23 However, the method does not allow solving the omitted group

problem of standard decompositions: that is lhe sensitivity of the contribution of each

covariate to the wage structure effect to lhe choice of a base group (FFL, 2007)24
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Then the size of thereweighting error provides another specification test of the FFL's

approach. In practice the reweighting error can be estimated as the difference between the

'Total Composition" across the classic Oaxaca-Blinder and the reweighted regression

decomposition .

To sum up, the RIF-regression decomposition method is performed in practice as two standard

Oaxaca-Blinder decompositions over the recentered influence functions. The composition

effect is obtained by comparing time period O and the reweighted time period O that mimics

time period 1, while the wage structure effect is obtained by comparing time period 1 and the

reweighted time period o.
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VI. Decomposition results: Occupational Characteristics VS. Other Factors

lV.l RlF - regressions

Before showing the decomposition results, we frrst present sorne estimates from the RIF-

regressions for the different wage quantiles, lhe variance of wages and its Gini coefficient. The

RIF-regression coefficients for lhe 10m,50m,and 90th quantiles in 1991/92, 1998/99,2001/02

and 2009/1O, along with their bootstrapped standard errors25 are reported in Tables 2 and 4.

The RIF-regression coefficients for the variance and the Gini index are reported in Tables 3

and 5. Detailed estimates for lhe 5th to lhe 95th quantiles are also reported in Figures 3 and 4.

We compute the influence function, IF(v,:Q,), for each observation using the sample estimate

of quantile, Q" and the kernel density estimate of I(Q,) using a bandwidth ofO.06. In addition

to the reweighting factors, we also use the ECH sample weights ("pesoan") throughout the

empirical analysis, which in practice means that we multiply lhe relevant reweighting factor

by the ECH sample weighl. Apart from our two measures of occupational tasks, in the

regressions we inelude covariates suggested by the literature as lhe major sources of changes

in the distribution of wages: education (five groups) and potential experience26 (nine groups)

(Autor et al., 2006). We also inelude controls for geographic localization (capital city vs. rest

ofthe country) public vs. private sector and marital status27

The base group .used in the RIF-regression models consists of married men living at

Montevideo working at the private sector with six or less years of education, lOto 15 years of

potential experience, and following Firpo (2011) we normalize the occupational task measures

variable at half a standard deviation below their sample averages2829 So the wage structure

25. The analytical standard errors have to take account afilie faet that the logit model used to constroct the reweighting factor
is estimated. That is why using bootstrapped standard errors is recornmended. In practice, FFL- (2011) recommend to
bootstrap the \vhole estimation procedure (bot:h the estimation of the logitiprobit: to construct the weights and the computation
ofthe vanous elements ofthe decomposition), and that i5 ha",' we proceeded.
26. Measured as age minus years of educatían rninus.six .
27. Concubinary unions are considered as married.
28. The base educanDo and experience categaries were chaseo based on the modal of each categary .
29. In the Annex we alsa present the RlF-regressions and decompositian results considering sector of activity. As expected,
this variable turns out to be significant. Regarding results, the maio change 15that compositions effects become more relevant,
especially during the nineties, regarding OUT task content results the only significant change is that during the 20005 task
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effect for the task measure can be interpreted as the change over time in lhe wage impact of a

ha1fa standard deviation increase in the measure.30 However, regarding composition effects of

task measures, as we use lhe same task measure for every year- i.e lhey remain invariant over

time -, if they exist lhey on1yreflect changes in shares of occupations over time .

To compute the reweighing factor we estimate a logit mode1 with additiona1 interaction

terms3! As can be seen in Appendix Figure A2, lhe reweighting approach performs wen in

the sense that lhe reweighting error tends to be zero and is not significan!.32 That is, the

reweighted means of lhe covariates for the base period are very close to those for the end

period

An important feature of RIF-regressions is that they anow identifying non-monotonic effects .

In lhe case of quanti1es, this means lhat they capture lhe effect of covariates on both between

and within group components of wage dispersion (FFL, 2011). Regarding our task measures,

1ike FFL (2011) we find for bolh periods an inverse impact between lhe information and

automation content oftask on the distribution ofwages (Figure 3).

In lhe case of "information task content ". un1ike Firpo (2011) we find lhat it increases

inequality a10ng the who1e range of lhe wage distribution. Indeed, the UQR coefficient of lhe

information task content increases across the different percenti1es of wage distribution instead

content measures became oot significant at the [ower end of the distribution, while the covariable related to industries is
significant. However, due to the faet 1hat the coding occupation criterion, especial1y in the nineties, is c10sely related to the
sector of activity and because we are using a task~content approach, where the "job task" - which are transversal to activity
sectors - is the central unit of production which is then combined with capital and labor to produce output, we consider that ir
is better to concentrate the analysis 00 task content measures. In fact, other reference studies that consider the task content of
occupations as an explanatory variable, does not indude sector of activity in the regression .
30. The choice ofhalf of a standard deviation is based on the same eriteria used by Firpo (2011) follo""ing that the difference
between the mean value oftask measures for all occupa¡ions and the mean for the major group with 10west mean ranges from
38 to 70 per cent of a standard deviation. For example, for 1991/92 to 1998/99 lhe mean for automation is 0.75 which is
0.0372 (or 0.60 standard deviation) aboye the mean for professional, managerial and technical occupations. This suggest that
oecupations at half a standard deviation below the mean are reasonably representative of a large group of oceupations with
relatively low values of the task measures. Thus, ,"veuse this criterion as a unifoml way of choosing the base group for eaeh
task measure .
31.The logit specification also includes a fu11 set of interaction between experienee and education, and education and
occupation task measures. \Ve also med with sorne interaction between localization and education and localization and
experience, but they turned out to be not significant.
32. The reweighting error presented in Appendix Figure A.2 is the difference betv.:een the total composition effect obtained by
using the RIF-regression with reweighing and the RIF-regression without reweighing. lt is found to be small and not
significant. Nonetheless, when including controls for public sector the reweighing and specifications errors for the vafiance
and the Gini index become significant in the 20005, although for the quantiles remain not significant.
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of reflecting an inverted U- shape, as the one found by FFL (2011) for lhe US during lhe

nineties. Besides, changes over time show an increasing effect especially in the upper middle

of the distribution .

On the other hand, lhe "automation task content" measure has a decreasing impact, wilh very

little difference among its impact on the 10th through the 50th decile. Therefore, contrary to

expected, automation content of task has almost no impact on inequality at lhe lower end of

the distribution and decreases inequality at the higher end of lhe distribution. However,

workers at the lower middle of the distribution have the biggest coefficienl.

Consequently, in lhe case of Uruguay during lhe period of analysis, workers in lhe upper side

of lhe distribution instead of workers in lhe middle of the distribution were more likely to

experience negative wage .changes as the "routine" tasks they used to perform could be

executed by computer technologies, while workers at the lower mi<\dleof the distribution were

lhe most positively affected by automation, indicating a non-substitution effect of their task by

technology. Therefore, for the Uruguayan case the effect of automation and the consequences

predicted by lhe "routinization hypothesis" seems to be displaced toward the right of the wage

distribution. These may occur due to lhe different share of occupations in Uruguay compared

to developed countries' labor markets, as well as to a difference in lhe degree of automation of

task in those markets compare to Uruguay's3]

Besides, contrary to FFL (2011) lhe information content of tasks tends to increase inequality

along the whole range ofthe distribution during both decades while, the automation content of

task has a positive impact in reducing inequality, mainly due to its negative impact on the

upper middle of lhe distribution ralher lhan at lhe lower end. Looking at lhe Gini index, as a

surnmary measure of inequality, we find that technology contributes to reduce inequality due .

to lhe impact of the automation content of tasks .

33. Remember that as \Ve are using O*NET data to classify the degree of automation of occupations we are c1assifying them
according to their potentia! degree of automation in the US, which in practice might be different in Uruguay where this task
may remain manuaL due to relative prices between labor and technology. .
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As expected, in the case of education we fmd that it has a positive effect on inequality in the

whole range of wage distribution, but its premium varies along the wage distribution and the

years of education. That is, wage differentials among workers are not homogeneous: while the

premium for years of education at tertiary level (13 and more years) is increasing over the

wage distribution in every year of the analysis, the premium for high school drop outs (7 to 9

years) starts with a U-shape form in 1991, but becomes decreasing in 2010, meaning that the

differentiation between workers with primary school (our base group) and those with sorne

years of high school became less significant for occupations that are paid with higher wages .

This reflects a within group effect, consistent with the results found by Alves et al. (2009) and

Sanguinetti (2007). Besides, these results are in line with the hypothesis of increasing retums

to education and the results of other studies for the Uruguayan case (Arim and Zoppolo, 2000;

Sanguinetti, 2007; Alves et al., 2009). Nevertheless, premiums to years of education at the top

end ofthe distribution in the 2000s diminished relative to the nineties (See Figure 4).

In the case of localization, like Alves et al. (2009) we find that the wage gap between

Montevideo and the rest of the country has reduced between tbe nineties and 2009/20 IO until

having almost no impact, at least for the frrst half of the distribution .

¡V.Z Decompositíon results

lV.2.1 Overall Decomposition Results:

The results of the decomposition are presented in Figure 5 and reported in Table 6 which

summarizes the results of standard measures oftop-end (90-50 gap) and low-end (50-10 gap)

wageinequality together with tbe variance and Gini index of wages .

Figure 5 shows the overall change in (real log) wages at percentile r, (~~), and decomposes

the overall change into a composition (~Dand a wage structure effect (~D34 Figure 5a shows

34. The composition effect reported in Figure 5 only captures the component,.il~,p, from eguarían (7). The specification error,
&v corresponcts to the difference betv.'een the total composition effect obtained by reweighting and the RIF-RegressionX,e ,
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that along the nineties lhe overall change in real wages shows a positively sloped curve for all

quantiles as wage dispersion increases at all points of the distribution, but wilh higher

dispersion at the top end and much more stability at the lower end. While during the first

decade of the 2000s the overall change in real wages show a negatively sloped curve with a

decline ofwages at the top end ofthe distribution (Figure 5b).

Table 6 summanzes the changes shown in Figure 5 by showing the results of lhe

decomposition for the standard measures of top-end (90-50 gap) and low-end (50-lO gap)

wage inequality, as well as for the variance of log wages and the Gini coefficient. For the

nineties it shows a relatively large increase in inequality measures, such as the variance and

the 90-10 gap, which captures wage changes over the entire distribution during the period of

analysis. It can also be seen, that this increase in inequality is basically due to an increase in

inequality at lhe top end of the distribution (the 90-50 gap), which more than doubles lhe

inequality at the lower end oflhe distribution (the 50-lO gap). For the 2000s the case is exactly

the opposite as inequality diminish basically due to a reduction in inequality at the top end of

the distribution .

It can also be seen that for the nineties composition effect accounts for a significant increase in

inequality: 54 percent of lhe growth in the 90-50 gap and 41 percent ofthe growth in the 50-10

gap was due to composition effects which, together with the wage struclure effect, also helps

to explain the positive slope in overall inequality35

On the other hand, during the frrst decade of the 2000s composition effect also contributes to

an increase in inequality, but these effects were more than offset by changes in the wage

structure that contribute to a decrease in inequality, which was mostly explained. by a

reduction on inequality at the top end oflhe distribution and to a less extent at the lower end.36

rnethods without reweighing shown in Appendix Figure A2. As it can be seen the RJF-regressions capture quite accurately the
overall trend in composition effects, although there are a number of small discrepancies particular1y at the tap end of the
distribution.
35. The total change in the 90-50 and the 50-10 gap between 1991/92 aud 1998/99150.126 and 0.054, respectively. The
corresponding composition effect is 0.068 and 0.022, respectively. . .
36. Between 2001/02 and 2009/l0 the tata] change in the 90-50 and tbe 50-10 gap is -0.093 and -0.018 respectl'vely, "\\'hJ1ethe
corresponding composition effect is 0.045 and 0.019 .
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Consequently, composition effects account for a sizable part of growth on overall inequality

but wage structures effects capture a major part of changes in the distribution of wages .

Moreover, in both periods changes in lhe distribution of wages have been loo by changes at

the top end of the distribution explaining lhe increase of inequality during the nineties and its

decrease during the 2000s .

lV.2.2 Detailed Decomposition Results

The next step is 10 analyze the decomposition usmg RIF-regressions to compute the

. contribution of each set of covariates to lhe composition and the wage structure effeets. Figure

6 reports lhe composition effect of the eovariates lhat were grouped into five categories:

teehnologieal content of tasks: information and automation content, edueation (5 dummy

variables - 6 years or less omitted), experience (9 dummy variables - 5 to lO years of

experienee omitted) and the control variable group olhers that includes, localization, marital

status and working at the public sector.37

For 1991/92 to 1998/99 period, regarding composition effects all covariates result significant

with the exception ofinformation content oftasks.3S Apart from experience, lheyallcontribute

positively to an increase in inequality along the distribution of wages which is larger on the

90-50 than on lhe 50-10 gap, consistently with the faet that the inerease in inequality during

lhat period \Vas led by changes at lhe top end. What is more, eomposition effects related to

edueation are lhe ones that aceount for most of lhe rise in inequality during the nineties, as

ehanges in the composition effeet of edueation represems almost 90% of the total composition

effect for lhe 90-50 gap and 59% for lhe 50-10 gap (Tabie 7).

Contrary to the nineties in the 200 I/02 to 2009/1O period overall inequality decreases .

However, the composition effeet of edueation and "others" have a positive eontribution to

37. Tbe effect of each sel of factors is obtained by sununing up the contribution oftbe relevant covariates .
38. As jt was mentioned earlier, composition effects of task content measures only ref1ects changes in shares of occupations
with ane or other characteristics between the initial and end penad, since we use the same index foi every year.
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mcrease inequality, meaning that the changes in the composition of education does not

accountfor the large decrease in inequality observed during that period (Table 8)39

The contribution of each set of covariates to the wage structure effect is reported in Figure 7

and in Panel B ofTables 7 and 8. It also reports the change in the intercept in the RIF-

regressions. The change in the intercepts captures the par! of the wage structure effect that

cannot be explained by the covariates40 It represents the change in the wage distribution for

the base group used in the RIF-regression and can be interpreted as (he residual change for that

base group (Firpo, 2011) .

In both periods the total change of wages was led by changes in the aggregate wage structure

effect, which is clearly seen in Figure 5. For the rtineties, changes in the returo to covariates

accounts for all or even more of the change in the 50-10 and 90-50 gap wage struc(ure effect.

However, -0.076 of the 0.059 change in the 90-50 gap and -0.052 of the 0.033 change in the

50-10 gap remains unexplained (the effect of the "constan!" in Table 7). Besides contrary to

composition effects, changes in retum to potential experience turos out to be more important

than changes in rernro toeducation, although, by construction, both factors refiect skill

premmms .

On the other hand, for the 2000s the change in inequality at the top end is explained mainly by

a reduction in the coefficients of experience and other factors, while technology, information

task content in particular, contributes to an increase in inequality at the top end. However, at

the lower end the reduction in inequality is explained by changes in almost all factors, with the

exception of automation, which is not significant. What is more, as seen in Figure 7 and

Appendix Figures A.3 and AA, factors-in the wage strucrnre-show a clear polarization partero

39. Note that as in an Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition. composition effects on the 50-10 aod the 90-50 gap can be obtained
directly by multiplying the difference in mean ofthe corresponding factor between the beginning aod the end of each periad
by the respective RlF - regression coefficient for that factor on the base year .
40. More formally, as is shown in the Methodological Appendix the total wage structure efíeet, Lis.p, is the 3um of the
component explained by the RlF-regression models, L';!=2 Xl Cfi - yC), and the residual component Pi 1 - y~1 captured by
the change in the intercepts. . ,
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similar to fuat seen in the US during the nineties, led by. education and experience but also

technology .

Regarding the contribution of each covariate, Tables 7 and 8 show that changes in the wage

structure linked to education and experience changed over time and have a different role at fue

bottom than at the higher end of the distribution. While during fue nineties education and

experience increased inequality over the whole range of the distribution of wages, during the

2000s changes in fue wage structure linked to education had a positive role to increase

inequality at fue higher end of fue distribution but reduce inequality at fue lower end, while

returns to experience reduce inequality at fue whole range of fue distribution .

The results show that, contrary to FFL' s findings, changes in the wage structure linked to the

technology task content measures made a very small and negative contribution to the increase

in fue inequality during the nineties, bofu at lhe top and lhe lower end. However, in fue first

decade of the 2000s, technology task content measures contribute to an increase in inequality

at the upper end while reduce inequality at lhe lower end of thedistribution, which is in line

wilh fue ALM' s routinization hypothesis .

Changes in fue wage structure linked to technology, as capture by the occupation task

measures includedin the RIF-regressions had contributed to explain fue changes in lhe

distribution of men wages observed during the nineties and the 2000s. This indicates that

during the period of analysis technology might have had a positive effect in reducing

inequality at the lower end of the distribution while having a small inequality enhancing effect

at lhe top end of fue distribution during lhe 2000s. So as predicted by ALM's routinization

hypothesis, a complementation effect of technology might prevail at fueupper end, while a

substitution effect would prevail in the middle of lhe distribution. However, this last effect is

better capture by information content of task rather than automation content as expected .

To test the robustness of lhese results, we also applied lhe decomposition method excluding

education and including technology and vice versa. We observe lhat when excluding

education, lhe information andlor lhe automation content of tasks become significant when
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lhey were not in lhe rnodel that includes both covariates, While in sorne cases the constant also

becornes significant. On the other hand, when excluding technology the rnain change is that

education becornes significant to explain lhe wage slructure effect at the lower end of the

distribution in the nineties and in lhe 90-10 gap in the 2000s, As expected, these results

confirm that lhere is a correlation between education and technology, which reinforce the need

of controlling by bolh covariates to differentiate their irnpact in changes in the distribution of

wages,
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VII. Concluding remarks

In this paper we looked at lhe contribution of technology, as measured by the task content of

occupations, to changes in the distribution of wages. We quantify the contribution of this

faétor to changes in wage inequality relative to olher explanations such as changes in returns

to skills (education and experience) and localization. We do so by using a decomposition

method proposed by Firpo, Fortin, Lemieux (2009) based on lhe influence function regression

approach. We have applied this methodology to Uruguay data for lhe periods 1991-1999 and

2001-2010, two periods where wage inequality presented two very different trends. lndeed,

during the nineties there was an increase in wage inequality while during the first decade of

lhe 2000s Uruguay presented a declining wage inequality .

During the nineties as welJ as the 2000s changes in the distribution of wages have been led by

changes at the top end of the distribution explaining lhe increase in inequality during the frrst

period and its decrease in the second one. These movements have been mainly captured by

wage structure effects although composition effects had had an important role especially in the

nineties. lndeed, our results suggest that during the nineties lhe total increase in men wage

inequality was explained almost equally by both the composition effect and the wage structure

effect. Meanwhile wage structure effects, which more than offset the impacts of compositions

effects to increase inequality, account for the decrease in wage inequality during lhe first

decade ofthe 2000s .

Regarding technology, our estimates suggest lhat its importance to explain lhe observed

changes in the distribution of wages became more relevant in the last decade, which is

consistent wilh the extended adoption-of technology by economic sectors. During-lhe-nineties

lhe composition effect of automation task content increased lhe inequality of wages at the top

end of lhe distribution reflecting a change in lhe share of occupationswilh automated tasks .

Meanwhile, contrary to expected, wage structure effects related to automation task content

tended to reduce inequality at lhe top end. On the other hand, also contrary to expected,

information task content had a significant impact to reduce inequality at the lower end of the
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distribution through its wage structure effeet. Therefore, the net effect of technology - that is

summing up the effects of information and automation conten! of task -. over the distribution

of wages increased wage inequality dmIDg the nineties trough its composition effect which

was partially offset by a negative impact of the wage structure effec!.

In the first decade of the 2000s, technology task content composition effects were not

significant, while wage structure effects contributed to an increase in inequality at the top

while reducing inequality at the lower end of the distribution, creating a polarization effect

which is in line with the ALM.s routinization hypothesis. That is, technology helped to

decrease inequality at the lower end of the distribution by a substitution effect of routine task

(placed at the middle of the distribution) and increases inequality at the upper end where a

complementation effect prevailed. However, our estimates suggests that contrary to expected

the predicted effect of technology at the .lower end of the distribution is better captured by the

information content oftask rather than the automation conten!.

This ¡nightbe explained, on the one hand, because the standard deviation of information

doubles the one of automation so changes in retums to task content may be better captured in

the first one..On the other hand, differences in the relative cost oflabor and technology in the

US relative to Uruguay could explain a shift to the right of the negative impact of automation

over wages at the middIe of the distribution. That is, in the case of Uruguay labor task subject

to substitution by technology would be placed at an upper leve! of the distribution of wages

rather than at the middle, since wages at the middle are still very low and therefore there are

fewer incentives to substitute labor by technology .

With regards to skillsdimensions, in both decades education played an important role to

increase inequality mainly due to changes in the observed charactéristics of individuals rather

than to changes in the retum to them.

Surnming up, introducing tasks and occupations into the analysis helps to understand changes

in wage distribution in Uruguay. In fact, in the 2000s technology has a polarizing effect over

wages although it is not the onIy factor. However, this polarizing effect is better explained
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through the information task content of occupations rather than automation tasks content.

Therefore, we could not confirm ALM's routinization hypothesis

Despite these fmdings, a great deal of the distribution of wages remains unexplained. During

the 2000s this could be altributed to institutional changes that were not included in the model

(tax and health reform, increases in minimum wages, Collective Negotiation ofWages) which,

for different reasons, had had an impact both at the top and the bottom ofthe wage distribution

and generated a reduction in inequality. Trying to incorporate this variable into the analysis

could bean interesting extension of this work.

Moreover, it is worth noticing that results should be analyzed carefully since, apart from the

institutional changes mentioned aboye we are comparing two very different economic phases,

since at the beginning of the second period of analysis Uruguay was plunged into its biggest

economic crisis and at the end it was going through an expansion period, as well as during the

nineties. There is evidence tbat thepatterns of structural change in employment are

asymmetric between expansions and contraction phases of the business cycle. For instance for

the case of the UE, Eurofond (2013) states that while during expansions knowledge-intensive

jobs experiment bigger expansions, during recessions routine service and industrial jobs are

destroyed which results in tbe polarization of labor market. Besides other institutional'

transformations, in particular labor market flexibility as the one experimented by Uruguay

during the nineties; tend to increase the participation of low-middle paid employment

(Eurofond, 2013) affecting the polarization of labor market. So we must bear in mind that

these issues could be influencing our results .

Regarding further research, it would also be interesting to-extend this work to the case of

women, whose relatively high participation in service occupations associated to Imv-skilled

occupations, makes ALM's routinization hypothesis an attractive one to explain changes in the

distribution oftheir wages. Besides, analyzing its difference with the results ofthis work could

shed light to understand the evolution of gender wage gap in the last decade .
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Another appealing extension would be to include into the task content of jobs those task

related to offshoring, which in the last decade has also been gaining adepts as an explanation

of wage polarization in industrialized economies. Although, in the case of Uruguay we would

expect a different effect, as Uruguay would tend to export offshored task to developed

countries rather than import those task from abroad .

Last but not least, the lack of national information regarding the task content of occupations .

remains one of the main limitations of this analysis, so deepening into the task-based approach

to the labor markets in Uruguay would require to count with a national occupational survey

which considers the characteristics ofthe country labor market.
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range between zero and one .

Table 1. Average O*Net Indexes by Major Oeeupation Group

PANEL B: usiug 2001102 -2009/10 data aud CIOU-88 Occupatiou eodes

PA~~L A: using 1991/92 -1998/99 data aud COTA-70 Oeeupatiou eodes
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0,7500
0,0624

0,6915
0,7557
0,7701
0,73%
0,7148

0,7354
0,0627

0,7128
0,7489
0,7975
0,7310
0,7364

Automation

0,6222
0,1223

0,7822
0,6897
0,5600
0,5452
0,5645

0,5921
0,1095

0,7126
0,6622
0,5750
0,5503
0,5537

Information

OverallMe an
Standard Deviation

\\-nere k is the number ofwork ac-trvity elements, andl the number of \\'ork conte1l1 elements

c-onsidered in the construction of the Task of work content index T ask measures are normalized to

Note: Task contem indexes COllStructed as follo\\' based Oil O*NET data
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Primary, Construetion, Transport
Service

Professional Managerial Technichal
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O*NET Indexes

Overall Mean
Standard Deviation
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Table 2. Unconditional Quantile Partíal Effect 00 Meo Log \Vages (1991/92 -1998/99) - RIF Regression

Ye.,- 1991192 1998/99

Explanatory Variablesl Quantile '10 50 90 10 50 90

lnfonnation coment 0,048 ." 0,062 *** 0,163 *l!<* 0,031 •• 0,074 .,. 0,177 'H
(O,OO9) (O,005) (O,012) (0,012) (O,007) (0,018)

Automation content 0,036 *** 0,036 "':::>:' -0,041 **,~ 0,004 0,002 -0,022

(0,008) (O,005) (0,013) (O,010) (0,008) (O,014)
Education (6 years or less omitted)
From 7 lO 9 years 0,237 .,. 0,213 *** 0,302 ,.. 0,244 ••• 0,258 .,. 0,240 ,..

(O,023) (O,O15) (O,025) (0,034) (O,019) (O,032)
From 10 to 12 years 0,338 ~** 0,407 *~,,!< 0,781 *:~~. 0,341 *~::, 0,449 ,:", .•. 0,754 ***

(0,029) (O,022) (0,055) (O,036) (0,023) (O,062)
From 13 to 15 years 0,428 ••• 0,639 ••• 1,543 (:*::: O/43~ 0[0,'* 0,723 **~, 1,549 *~,*

(0,028) (0,029) (0,120) (0,044) (0,032) (0,107)
16 and more years 0,470 ••• O,BOl *** 2,483 *"'::- 0,446 *** 0,929 *'* 3,074 "'>::*

(0,031) (O,028) (0,14°1 (0,039) (0,032) {O,185}
Experience (5<Experience<1 Oomitted)
Experience<5 -0,021 -0,041 -OJGIS *.* -0,038 -0,136 ** -0,719 ***

(0,065) (0,062) (0,2391 (0,081) (O,OBO) (0,233)
lO<cxperience<15 .0,058 0,056 * 0,488 **'" -0,136 *** -0,002 ••. 0,662 ***

(0,041) (0,029) (0,094) (O,O44) (0,040) (0,096)
15<experience<20 0,006 0,149 ••• 0,720 ••• -0,109 "'* 0,104 *** 0,941 *"**

(0,040) (0,0321 (0,099) (0,0461 (0,039) (0,106)
20<experience<25 0,053 0,168 *** 0,763 ••• -0,003 0,201 *** 0,988 >le>l<*

(O,041) (0,034) (0,098) (0,036) (0,043) (0,101)
25<experience<30 0,088 •• 0,225 7"''' 0,852 >~:: .-:< -0,019 0,244 *** 1,078 **'"

(O,035) (0,0321 (0,101) (0,046) (0,040) (0,098)
30<experience<35 0,101 •• 0,295 ••• 1,054 ••• -0,060 0,229 *** 1,052 **'"

(0,040) (0,030) (0,109) (0,0491 (0,0431 (0,119)
35<experience<40 0,121 •• 0,313 ••• 1,045 *** 0,029 0,327 **>l< 1,256 ***

(0,050) (0,036) (0,114) (0,0471 (0,044) (0,109)
Experience>40 0,168 ••• 0,343 .,. 1,054 ,","'- -0,010 0,339 ~(:~, 1,285 ,;,,;,*

(O,042) (0,035) {O,102) (0,052) (0,041) (O,117)
Nonmarried -0,142 *~-;. -0,152 **.~ -0,181 ::,** -0,216 *;0.;;: -0,174 *"'* -0,184 ***

(O,022) (0,013) (O,026) (0,030) (0,016) (0,032)
Rest of the country -0,255 *** -0,248 *** -0,306 *.* -0,323 *u -0,283 *** -0,313 '***

(0,018) (0,014) (0,025) (0,0311 (0,016) (0,032)
Public sector O,OSO ** -0,122 *** -0,367 **>!< 0,191 *** 0,049 **'" -0,144 ***

(0,020) (0,012) (0,0251 (0,0241 (0,015) (0,040)
Constam 3,246 ••• 3,697 *•• 3,630 *** 3,524 *** 3,876 "''''* 3,714 ***

(0,046) (0,035) (0,109) (0,052) (0,042) (0,123)

Notes: Bootslf3pped standani errors are in parenthesis (100 replicalions oftbe entire pmcedure).

NUlnber of observations 1991192:13,917: 1998199: 13,294 .

• •• p<O.OI," p<O.05,. p<OJ

Source: Author's 0'>'011 ca1culations. Results based on ECH 1991.1991 and 1998,1999 data
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Table 3. RIF Regression Oflneqnality Measores on Men Log Wages (1991/92 -1998/99)

Year 1991/92 1998/99 1991/92 1998/99
Explanatory Variables I Inequality Measure VanaDee Gini

Infonnation content 0,045 *** 0,055 **~ 0,003 ,~t,,,~ 0,004 ':::;:~:
(0,007) (0,008) (0,001) (0,001)

Automation content -0,042 *** -0,024 *** .0,004 *** -0,002 ***
(0,008) (0,008) (0,001) (0,001)

Education (6 years or less omitted)
From 7 to 9 years 0,018 -0,025 -0,003 *** -0,008 ***

(0,014) (0,018) (0,001) (0,002)
From lato 12years 0,160 *** 0,133 *** 0,007 ** 0,003

(0,025) (0,022) (0,002) (0,002)
From 13 to 15 years 0,415 *** 0,436 .,.,., 0,029 ~:** 0,025 *','

(0,037) (0,041) (0,003) (0,003)
16 and more years 0,996 **t< 1,241 **-:- 0,075 *** 0,083 *~:*

(0,050) (0,059) (0,004) (0,004)
Experience (5<.Experience<1 Oomitted)
Experience<5 -0,497 **'" -0,488 **>:: -0,041 .~*:~ -0,033 **'

(0,068) (0,084) (0,008) (0,007)
10<experience<15 0,281 *** 0,383 >::** 0,025 **,~ 0,031 ***

(0,043) (0,045) (0,004) (0,004)
15<experience<20 0,348 •.•.•. 0,481 *** 0,030 *~:* 0,038 ***

(0,045) (0,049) (0,004) (0,004)
20<experience<25 0,379 M* 0,472 ~,~~, 0,030 *** 0,035 ***

(0,053) (0,051) (0,004) (0,003)
25<experience<30 0,385 **:-:: 0,s2ó (,,:,* 0,030 *** 0,039 **:,~

(0,048) (0,053) (0,005) (0,003)
30<expenence<35 0,449 ~,*'" 0,550 >,'::;::: • 0,036 "'>:<o:t 0,041 *>:<:~

(0,051) (0,054) (0,004) (0,004)
35<experience<40 0,430 "",', 0,596 ",',' 0,033 *** 0,043 ;~:;:*

(0,053) (0,056) (0,005) (0,004)
experience>40 0,408 *** 0,615 *** 0,030 *** 0,045 ***

(0,047) (0,055) (0,004) (0,004)
Nonmarried 0,016 0,029 0,004 ** 0,007 ***

(0,017) (0,020) (0,002) (0,002)
Rest of the country -0,014 0,026 * 0,004 *o:t>,': 0,008 ",'*

(0,011) (0,015) (0,001) (0,002)
P ubIic sector -0,208 *** -0,201 *** -0,018 *** -0,018 ***

(0,012) (0,017) (0,001) (0,002)

Constant .0,160 *** -0,242 "", 0,040 ~.,~~: 0,036'7>:'*

(0,049) (0,056) (0,004) (0,004)

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentbesis (100 rep1ications oftbe etltire procedure) .

Nwnberofobservations 1991192: 13,917: 1998/99: 13.294.

** .•p<O.Ol. ••• p<O.05, '" p<O.l

Source: Author's 0\"'0 calculatioos. Results ba~ed 00 ECH 1991,1992 and 1998.1999 data
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Table 4. Unconditional Quantilc Partial Effect 00 Meo Log \Vages (2001102 - 2009110) - RlF Regression

Year 2001102 2009110
ExplanatoI)' Variables/ Quantile 10 50 90 10 50 90

Infonnation content 0,080 ••• 0,104 **~ 0,326 **,~ 0,053 *** 0,111 *** 0,264 ..,
(0,012) (0,009) (0,023) (0,008) (0,007) (0,014)

Automation conteRt 0,052 ." O,OSO *** 0,011 0,051 *** 0,053 *** 0,000
(0,012) (0,008) (0,016) (0,005) (0,005) (0,011)

Educaron (6 years OT lcss omitted)
From 7 to 9 years 0,212 .., 0,222 *"'''' 0,140 '~,"'~ 0,250 ~,~'o:< 0,174 **" 0,079 .;:**

(0,037) (0,022) (0,025) (0,020) (0,014) (0,012)
Froro lOto 12years 0,327 ••• 0,456 ••• 0,540 >;:** 0,374 *~* 0,427 *** 0,392 •••

(0,038) (0,026) (0,040) (0,022) (0,017) (0,023)
From 13 to 15 years 0,389 *** 0,763 *"'ot< 1,206 .,'* 0,475 :~*" 0,762 ,,** 1,010 •••

(0,050) (0,039) (0,104) (0,025) (0,025) (0,054)
16 and more years 0,377 **'" 0,921 "'** 2,451 ':'** 0,487 **.:: 0,920 .;".** 2,321 •••

(0,043) (0,040) (0,155) (0,025) (0,027) (0,084)
Experience (5<Experience<IO omined)
Experience<5 0,026 0,104 -0,894 *** 0,023 -Q,l04 * -D,849 ***

(0,056) (0,065) (0,210) (0,044) (0,053) (0,107)
IO<experience<J5 -0,121 *'" 0,093."'. 0,747 ~~.,. -0,085 ~"'" 0,017 0,575 ''';:,

(0,048) (0,036) (0,082) (0,030) (0,022) (O,OSO)
15<experience<20 -0,090 * 0,195 ". 0,920 .., -0,076 ** 0,117 *** 0,785 ***

(0,047) (0,034) (0,OS7) (0,031) (0,025) (0,053)
20<experience<25 ~0,023 0,315 ,~>::~ 1,007 ':":"- 0,016 0, 207 ~:::;:'. 0,871 :,*0:<

(0,045) (0,035) (0,OS9) (0,029) (0,024) (0,0551
25<experience<30 0,040 0,365 ••• 1,065 ,~~,* 0,021 0,305 ,;.~,;. 1,015 'i'.;>.*

(0,044) (0,036) (0,094) (O,OJO) (0,023) (0,066)
30<experience<35 ~O,OOl 0,373 ". 1,123 -:.:* 0,060 ," 0,370 "',C 1,105 ***

(0,054) (0,037) (0,102) (0,029) (0,027) (0,063)
35<expenence<40 0,021 0,450 **,': 1,248 **':. 0,081 *"":' 0,401 *~":' 1,109 *';*

(0,049) (0,041) (0,0991 (0,029) (0,028) (0,063)
Experience>40 0,040 0,535 ••• 1,249 ". 0,029 0,385 *** 1,071 '1<**

(0,058) (0,041) (0,097) (0,030) (0,026) (0,061)

Nonmarried ~0,154 ,,*'" -0,116 ,~:~••• -0,176 .;."" ~0,161 " ,~.•. -0,132 .•..:,' -0,078 ;~*.-:<

(0,029) (0,016) (0,031) 10,015) (0,011) (0,020)

Rest of the country -0,237 **~: -0,260 ,~** .0,197 ~,*~ -0,033 **" -0,036.'M -0,092 *;~*

(0,025) (0,0161 (0,028) (0,011) (0,010) (0,017)

Public sector 0,264 **" 0,148 *** -0,270 *** 0,189 *** 0,201 **'" -0,067 *-:->::-

(0,022) (0,015) (0,037) (0,013) (0,012) (0,023)

Constant 3,381 **. 3,658 ::."'''' 3,579 -"."- 3,234 ':'** 3,725 *~,,~ 3,761 *~7

(0,060) (0,040) (0,102) (0,032) (0,028) (0,066)

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentbesis (100 repliC3Iions oftbe enlire procedure).

NumbeTof obsetVaIions 200 liU2:13,033 ; 2009!10: 30.631 .

n~p<O.OI, u p<O.05, ~ p<O,1

Source: Autbor' s own calculations. ResuIts based on EC'H 2001, 2002 and 2009, 2010 dala .
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Table 5. RIF Regression Oflnequalil)' Measores on Men Log \Vages (2001/02 - 2009/10)

Year 2001/02 2009/10 2001/02 2009/10
Explanatory Variables! lnequality Measure Variance Gini

Infonnation content 0,098 *',', 0,102 *** 0,006 *** 0,007 *',,'
(0,01O) (0,007) (0,001) (0,001)

Automation content -D,045 *:~::: -0,045 *:t::~ -0,005 *** -0,005 ,',":'
(0,009) (0,006) (0,001) (O,OOO)

Education (6 years or less omitted)
From 7 to 9 years -0,058 *," -0,093 "''''''' -D, 010 ~;*:, -0,013 .,','

(0,020) (0,011) (0,002) (0,001)
Prom lO to 12 years 0,058 ,'*':' -0,044 **:~ .0,002 -0,011 ':,',:

(0,021) (0,012) (0,002) (0,001)
From 13 to 15 years 0,362 *'''' 0,176 "'*0:: 0,019 ~,** 0,004 "

(0,040) (0,018) (0,003) (0,002)
16 and more years 1,027 .':,* 0,832 ~,** 0,068 "*" D,055 **:,

(0,058) (0,031) (0,004) (0,003)
Experience (5<Experience<1 Oomitted)
Experience<5 -0511 :t:~,~; -0,477 >(:*~, -0,039 :;'** -0,038 ~:**

(0,071) (0,041) (0,005) (0,004)
IO<experience<15 0,426 e,,,:, D,317 *** 0,034 *** 0,028 "'"

(0,034) (0,022) (0,003) (0,002)
15<experience<20 0,515 *** 0,411 *:::* 0,040 "." 0,035 ***

(0,040) (0,025) (0,003) (0,002)
20<experience<25 0,521 ,'*. 0,424 >I::~* 0,039 o",:' 0,034 ***

(0,034) (0,026) (0,003) (0,002)
25<experience<30 0,528 o,'. 0,468 **~, 0,038 ,',',:' 0,037 ,~,::*

(0,036) (0,028) (0,003) (0,002)
30<experience<35 0,559 *"", 0,500 **'" 0,040 ~,*:~ 0,038 ,',',:'

(0,040) (0,027) (0,003) (0,002)
35<experience<40 0,624 *:~* 0,487 ~,** 0,044 ~,*~~ 0,037 **"'

(0,047) (0,031) (0,004) (0,002)
experience>40 0,596 *"'* 0,476 *~,* 0,042 *~,* 0,037 ***

(0,041) (0,028) (0,003) (0,002)
Nonmarried 0,027 0,039 *"'" 0,006 *',', 0,007 *~,*

(0,023) (0,012) (0,002) (0,001)

Rest of the country 0,026 • -0,030 *** 0,007 ** -0,002 **
(0,014) (0,011) (0,001) (0,001)

P ubiic sector -0,295 *** -0,208 *** -0,028 *** -0,020 "'**
(0,019) (0,013) (0,001) (0,001)

Constant -O,262 :~:~~: -0,108 *** 0,038 *** 0,049 ".,

(0,043) (0,028) (0,004) (0,002)

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors are in parenthesis (lOOreplications ofthe entire procedure) .

Number ofobservations 200)/02:13,033 ; 2009/10: 30,63 l.

,¡••,••¡. p<O.01," p<0.05," p<O.l

Source: Author.s own ca1culations.Results based on ECH 2001. 2002 and 2009, 2010 data.
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Table 6. Aggregate Decomposition Results

Inequalit)' Me asure : 90-10 90-50 50-10 Variance Gini
1991/92 - 1998/99

Total Change 0,1797 *" 0,1260 *** 0,0538 *** 0,1037 *u 0,0079 ***
(0,023) (0,016) (0,015) (0,010) (0,001)

\Vage Strueture 000918 **~ 0,0589 *"'''' 0,0329 :¡.** 0,0609 *"'* 0,0045 ***
(0,023) (0,020) (0,014) (0,010) (0,001)

Cámpositim 0,0897 $''''''' 0,0676 >/"u 0,0221 **~ 0,0421 «* 0,0034 ***
(0,014) (0,012) (0,004) (0,006) (0,001)

SpeciflCation Error 0,0074 0,0068 0,0006 0,0050 0,0004
(0,025) (O,on) (0,015) (0,011) (0,001)

Reweighing Error -0,0092 -0,0073 -0,0019 -0,0043 -0,0003
(0,008) (0,007) (0,002) (0,004) (0,000)

2001102 - 2009/10

Total Change -0,1113 *"'* -0,0932 J)"",~. -0,0181 " -0,0719 *",> -0,0072 **'
(0,017) (0,014) (0,013) (0,010) (0,001)

\Vage Structure -0.1779 **~ -0,1384 **l!< -0,Q395 *** -0,1046 *** -0,0098 ***
(0,022) (0,019) (0,014) (0,011) (0,001)

Cpmposition 0,0634 '*** O,044S "'1/:* O,018ó **'" 0,0301 ,~** 0,0025 *:¡:x

(0,017) (0,013) (0,005) (0,008) (0,001)

Specification Error 0,0086 0,0050 0,0036 0,0172 '" 0,0016 *
(0,027) (0,021) (0,021) (0,ül2) (0,001)

Reweighing Error -0,0054 -0,0045 -0,0009 -0,0146 n* -0,0014 ***
(0,011) (0,009) (0,003) (0,006) (0,000)

Numher of observations 1991/92: 13.917 ; 199&199: 13,294: 200112002: 13,033; 2009/10: :)0,631.

Source: Autbor"s own cakulations_ Resuhs based on ECH 199Ll992.199R1999,1001.2'001 and 2009,2010 dala .

Notes: FFL (2010) deromposition method with F(X) 1991192 reweigbted to 1998199 and F(X) 2001/02 r~'ei~ted to 200912010.

BootSITaped standard eITOrs are in parenthesis (100 rep lic:ations oí !.he entire procedure) .

The formulas for the different components are as following.. Tbe reweightingerror is tbe ditleren.ce between the total change and the sum of

the wage structure and comp osition effects and the specificaci-on error .
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Table 7. Oetailed Decomposition Resnlts 1991/92 -1998/99

lnequality Measure: 90-10 90-50 50-10 Variance Gini
A: Detailed"Composition Effects:

Information -0.0008 -0,0007 -0.0001 -0,0003 0,0000
(0,002) (0,002) (0,000) (0,001) (0,000)

Automation 0,0048 :::::<"(: 0,0046 .:."'* 0,0001 0,0025 *4-* 0,0003 ***
(0.002) (0.002) (0,001) (0,001 ) (0,000)

Education 0,0735 *** 0,0604 *"'* 0.0130 ,~(,* 0,0311 '.'.' 0,0021 "'.:<*
(0,015) (0,013) (0,003) (0,007) (0,001)

Experience -0,0158 *** -0.0123 M* -O.(X>35 ** -0,0062 ** -0,0004 "'*
(0,006) (0,005) (0,002) (0,003) (0,000)

Others 0.0282 *u 0,0156 *** 0,0126 ~'H 0,0150.')* 0,0015 ~¡.• '"

(0,005) (0,003) (0,003) (0,002) (0,000)

Total Composition Effect 0.0897 •• , 0.0676 >',:M 0,0221 ':'~,* 0.0421 '.'*"' 0,0034 *•.•.
(0,014) (0,012) (0.004) (0,006) (0,001)

B: Detailed \Vage Structure Effccts:

Infonnation -0.0006 0.0010 -0,0015 ** -0,0005 -0.0001
(0,002) (0,001) (0,001) (0,001) (0,000)

Automation -0,0019 *'lo -0,0019 ** 0,0000 -0,0006 • -0,0001 *'"
(0,001) (0,001 ) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Education 0,0473 0,0160 0,0313 0,0270 ** 0,0009
(0,057) (0,048) (0,029) (0.016) (0,002)

Experience 0,2501 * 0,1828 0,0673 0,1246 ** 0,0085 **
(0,159) (0.147) (0,064) (0,061) (0,005)

Others -0,0752 * -0.0629 * -0.0123 -0.0068 0,0013
(0,057) (0,048) (0,035) (0,023) (0,002)

Constant -0,1279 -0,0760 -0,0519 -0.0826 -0,0060
(0,203) (0,192) (0,088) (0,073) (0,006)

Total Wage Structure Effect 0,0918 ,,,,,', 0,0589 "." 0,0329 '.""> 0.0609 **~: 0,0045 *"""
(0,023) (0,020) (0.014) (0,010) (0,001 )

Notes: FFL (20l0) Decomposition metl10d witb F(X) 1991/92 rc•••:eighted to 1998.'99,

Bootstrapped standard errors are in parenthesis (lOO replicatíoDs ofthe e:ntire procedure) .

E'lplanatory grouped variables include.automation and information content of tasks. 5 educatíon classes (6 years or less ommited) .

9 potential experience c1asses (5 to 10 years ommíted). others (rest ofthe country. public sector and nonmarried).

tu p<O.OI," p<O.05. * p<O.l

Numberofobservations 1991/92: 13.917; 1998199: l3.294 .

Source: Author' s own calculations. Results based on ECH 1991,1992 and 1998,] 999 data .
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T.ble 8. Del.Hed Decomposition Resnlls 2001/02 - 2009/10

Inequalít:r Mcasurc: 90-10 90-50 50-10 Variance Gini
A: Detailed Composition Effects:

Informatian -0,0042 -0,0037 -0,0005 -0,0019 -0,0001
(0,005) (0,005) (0,001) (0,002) (0,000)

Automation -0,0012 -O.OOl! -0,000] -0,0019 ' -0,0002 '
(0,001) (0,001) (0,000) (0,001) (0,000)

Education 0,0452 •• * 0,0290 *f,:. 0,0162 "', 0,0166 ~*~ 0,0007 i:

.(0,015) (0,011) (0,005) (0,006) (0,000)

Experience -0,0126 ' -0,0076 '" -0,0050 ' -0,0056 ' -0,0004 '
(0,008) (0,006) (0,003) (0,004) (0,000)

Others 0,0363 '" 0.0283 *M 0,0080 ,.,',. 0,0229 ~.*~. 0,0024 >!"~'7-

(0,006) (0,004) (0,003) (0,003) (0,000)

Total Composition Effect 0,0634 .;:*~: 0.0448 té';:'" 0,0186 (:>l«: 0,0301 .~~.:) 0,0025 ~(..~
(0,017) (0,013) (0,005) (0,008) (0,001)

B: Detailed Wage Structure Effects:

Tnfonnarion 0,0092 *"'''' O.Q1l5"''''''' -0,0024 ' 0.0013 -0,0001
(0,004) (0,004) (0,002) (0,001) (0,000)

Antamaban 0,0021 ' 0,0012 0,0009 0,0008 0,0000
(0,001) (0,001 ) (0,001) (0,001 ) (0,000)

Education -0,0091 0,0145 -0,0236 -0,0238 * -0,0013
(0,041) (0,038) (0,034) (0,019) (0,002)

E).-perience -0,1252 -0.0285 -0,0967 "'* ~O.0980 "'''' -0,0035
(0,120) (0,113) (0,054) (0.046) (0,004)

Others -0)729 *** -0.1859 "'** -0,0869 •• , ~O,ll03 "''''* -0.0122 *"''''
(0,054) (0,048) (0,033) (0,025) (0,002)

Constant 0,2180 ' 0,0487 0,1693 "'''' 0,1254 "'* 0.0073 *
(0,158) (0,148) (0,074) (0,061) (0,005)

Total Wage Structure Effect -0,1779 *"'* -0.1384 *** -0,0395 of:*>I: -0,1046 ''''', -0.0098 ,~,,',~

(0,022) (0,019) (0,014) (0,011) (0,001)

Notes: FFL (2010) DecompositioD method with F(X) 2001102 rev.'eighled 10 2009110 .

Bootstrapped standard elTOrsau in parenthesis (100 rcplications of the entire procedure) .

Explanatory grouped \'ariables include,automation and infonnation coment oftasks. 5 educatlon c1asses (6 years ar Ies~ arnmited).

9 pOlential experienec classes (5 to 10 years ommited), olhers (rest ofthe country, public sector and nonmanied) .

tete,.. p<O.OI,"'''' p<0.05,'" p<O.1

Numberofabservalions 2001/2002: 13,033; 2009/10: 30.631.
Source: Author's OWIl C<llculations. Results based 00 EeH 2001.2002 and 2009.2010 data
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Automation Content measure by Occupational Category

Information Content measure by Occupational Category

Figure 1. Task Content Measures by Occupational Category
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Changes in Men Real Wages ($ Dic.201 O) by Percentile 2001-2010

Changes in Men Real Wages (5 Dic.2010) by Percentile 1991-1999
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Figure 7. Detailed Decomposition ofWage Structure EtTects
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Methodological appendix

A RIF-regression is a regression where the dependent variable, Y, has been replaced by lhe

recentered influence function (RIF) of lhe statistic of interest v(F). Consider IF(y; v, F), the

influence function corresponding to an observed variable y for the distributional statistic of

interest.4142 The RIF adds lhis influence function back to lhe observed statistic ofinterest,

(1) RIF(y; v) = v(F)+IF(y; v)

Using the law of iterated expectation yields the original statistic v:

(2) E[ RIF(y; v)] = J RIF(y; v). dF(y) = J(v(F) + IF(y; v)). dF(y) = v(F) .

Meaning that any functional of interest can be expressed as an expected value .

In its simplest form, lhe approach assumes that the conditional expectation of lhe RlF(y; v)

can be rnodeled as a linear function of lhe explanatory valiables,

(3) E[RlF(y; v)IX] = Xy + E,

where the parameters y can be estimated by standard least square methods (FFL, 2007)43

Lelting v,=v(F,) and v,=v(F o), the distributional statistics VI, Vo and v, can be wrilten as the

expectations: v,=E[RIF(y,; v)IT = t), t=0,1 and Vc= E[RIF(yo; v)IT = 1]. Using the law of

iterated expectations, lhe distlibutional statistics can also be expressed in terms of expectations

ofthe conditional recentered influence functions .

In this case we focus on differences in the wage distribution for two time periods, 1 and O.Let

Y¡¡ be the wage that would be paid in period l and YO! lhe wage that would be paid in period

41. Where IF(y; v,F) = limE-->o(v(F,J - V(F))/é , where FE"(y) = (1- é)F + EOy' 0.:5 E $ 1 and where by is a distribution
that only puts mass at the yalue y.
42. To simplify notation we ""Tite IF (y; v, F)= IF(y; v) .
43. FFL (2009) demonstrates that in the case of quantiles, using linear specification for RlF -regressions generally yields very
similar estimates to more flexible methods allowing for non-linearities .
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O.For each i the observed wage Yi can be defrned as Y¡ = YIi . Ti + YOi . (1- Ti) , where Ti =1

if individual i is observed in period 1, and Ti =0 if individual i is observed in period O .

If we write the RIF-regression as mHx) =' E[RIF(YtYt) IX, T = t], for t= O, I and m~(x) ='
E[RIF(YoYtlIX, T = 1],wehave

(4) vt = E[mHX) IT = t], t = 0,1

(5) ve = E[ m~(X) IT = 1]

It follows tbat ll~ and ll); can be rewritten as:

(6) ll~= E[mHX) I T = 1] - E[m~(X) I T = 1]

(7) ll);= E[m~(X) I T = 1] - E[mg(X) I T = O]

In the case of linear specification:

m" = xTy~ and mV = xTyvt,L •. c,L e

Where yr and y¿' are the estimation coefficients ofthe regression ofRIF(y; v) on X

(8) yr = E([X.XT I T = tW".E[RIF (Yt; vt).X IT = t], t = 0,1

(9) y¿' = E([X.XT I T = lW".E[RIF (Yt; ve).X I T = 1]

Altbough linear projections are an approximation for the true conditional expectation, the

expected approximation error iS2ero,.so we can rewrite ll~and ll);_as:

(10) l!.~= E[X IT = IV. CYI - y¿')

(11) l!.);= E[X Ir = IV. y¿' - E[X I T = oro yg

If the conditional expectation is indeed linear in x, then yg = yi! and, in the case of tbe mean,

the equations aboye reproduce the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition .
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Until now we have gotten a general decomposition very similar to the standard Oaxaca-

Blinder decomposition. Now we focus on getting lhe conttibution of each single covariate to

the composition and wage structure effect.

Detailed Composition effect

We can rewrite equation (11) as:

(12) Ll*= (E[XIT = 1] - E[XIT = O]l. yg + RV

where RV = E[XIT = ir (y¿ - yg). The first term can be rewritten in terms of the

contribution of each covariate (k) as

where each component of this equation can be interpreted as !he effect of changing the

distribution of one covariate from its T=Oto its T=1 level, holding the distribution of the olher

covariates unchanged. The second term in equation (15), RV, is lhe approximation

(specification) error.

Detailed Wage Structure Effect

The difference between lhe wage structure effect in a standard Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition

and that in equation (lO) is !hat instead of using the unadjusted regression coefficient for

group O (yg), !he FFL(2009) decomposition method use lhe regression coefficient when !he

group Odata is reweighted to have the same distribution ofX as group 1 (y¿'). Although, using

lhe counterfactual coefficient avoids contaminating !he difference in the wage structure with

differences in the distribution of ¡he covariates between the two groups, the method does not

permit to solve the problem of the sensitivity of lhe contribution of each covariate to !he

choice of a base group (DFL, 2007) .
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Indeed, in lhe linear specification the detail wage structure effect is given by

where [yf1 - Ye,l] is the difference in the intercepts of the model. In a more general way

k kwhere the base group is defined by X = XB, we have:

66

RIF(Y, Q,) = Q, + ,-I(Y<QTl - C1,. I{Y > Q,} + c2,
fy(Q,J' • '

(17)

In the case of quantiles, the influence function IF (Y;Q,) is given by (T -I{Y:S Q, })I fy (Q, ),

where I {.} is an indicator function, fv (.) is lhe density ofthe marginal distributionofY, and

Q, is the population T-quantile ofthe unconditional distribution ofY .

As a result, R1F (Y; Q,) is equal to Q, + IF (Y;Q, l, and can be rewritten as

That is, the predicted change in the base group (right hand side of the equation) should be

close to lhe actual change in the distributional statistic observed in lhe base group (left hand

side of the equation, which can be estimated separately) (FFL, 2007). If the RIF-regression

approach provides an accurate approximation of lhe underlying effects, then we should have

that the reweighting error tends to disappear if the reweighting matrix is consistently estimated

and plím(Xg) = plím (Xl)'

Therefore, we have lhat both, the wage structure effect associated to a given covariate (the

first term) and the residual difference (lhe last term) depend on the choice ofthe base group. If

the RIF-regression approach provides a good approximation, then

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••le•••••le
, .
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9 = 0,1

(20)

Ibat is, lhe detailed elements of the composition effect can be computed in lhe same way as

for the mean. Similarly, the detailed elements of the wage structure effects can be computed,

but as in lhe case of the mean, lhese will also be subject to the problem of lhe omitted group .

For lhe reweighted-regression decomposition, lhe composition effect and lhe wage structure

effect are

FFL (2009) explain how to first compute the RIF, and then mn regressions of the RIF on the

vector of covariates. In the case of quantiles, lhe RIF is frrst estimated by computing tbe

sample quantile Q, and estimating the density at lhat point using kernel melhods. An estimate

oflhe RIF of each observation, RIF(Yi; Q,), is then obtained by plugging in the estimates Q,

and Jy(QT) into equation (17).

Letting lhe coefficients of lhe unconditional quantile regressions for each group be

Ihe second term in equation (19) can be rewritten in terms of the sum of lhe contribution of

each covariate as

we can write lhe equivalent ofthe OB decomposition for any unconditional quantile as

where Cl,' = 1/!Y(Q,) and Cl,' = Q, - cl,,(l- r), Except for lhe constants Cl,Tandcl,n lhe

RIF for a quantile is simply an indicator variable I{Y 'SQ,} for whether lhe outcome variable

is smaller or equal to the quantile Q, . Running a linear regression of I{Y 'S Q, } on X is a

distributional regression estimated at y = Q" using lhe link function of the linear probability

model (A(z) = z) (FFL, 20 lO).

••••••••••.,•••••••••••••••••••••••



and where Ihe group o sample is reweighled lo mimic the group 1 sample, which means we

shouldhave plim(xg) = plim (X,),
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-r -(~ e)and t!.s,p= X, Y',r - Y1,r ,(21)

(22)

---- -- - _.- -- - _._-------------------------•••••••••••••••••.'•••••••.'••••••••, .
l •
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Appendix tables

Appendix Table A.l
""0-& COTA-1O DENOMINAOON SOCCODE, MfEMIROS D8. PODER EJECUTIVOY DElOS CUERPOS l£G1SlATTVOSy P '" 11-1011.00

U MIEMBROS DEl PODER EJECUllVO y DE lOS CUERPOS l£GISlATlV05 y PERSONAl 11-1011.00
111100 MIEMBROS DELPODER EJEcunvo y DElOS CUERPOS lEGISLATIVOS 11-1011.00
m PERSONAL DIRECTIVODE LAADMINISTRACiÓN PÚBLICA 11-1011.00
U m DIRIGENTESy ADMINISTRADORESDEDRG/l,NlZACION£S ESPECIALIZADAS 11-9151.00

DIRl:CTORESDE I:MPReSAS 11-1011.00
U 110/11.1/122/123/11.;,1115 DIIRECTOR.ESVGERENTESGENERALESDE EMPRESA 1l.102.1.00
122 115 GERENTESDE DEPARTAMENTOSDEPRODUCCiÓN YOPERACIONES 1l.31lSLOO

m llO!llJJ123!U4/U5/126 OTROS GERENTESDE DEPARTAMENTO 11.9199.00
U ouE/(os o GERENlES DE PEQUEÑA EMPRESA 11.9199.00

m llOjlll/1l1 DU.ÑOSO GERENTESDE PEQUEÑA EMPRESA 11-9199.00
PROFESIONALES aOOFICOS E tN1H£CTUAlES

II PROF£SIONALis DE LAStlENOAS FislCAS, QUíMICAS Y MATEMÁTICASY DElA INGENIERlA

" 0101011/075 F(SICOS, QUIMICOS VAFINES
19-2012.00; 19-21)11.00; 19-2Q31.00; 19-2042.00;
19-2099.00

" 070/'J72J075 MATtMÁllCOS. ESTAOISTlCOSVAFINES
15-2011.00; 15-2011.00; 15-1031.00; J.S..2041.00;
J.S..1041.01; 15-2041.02; 15-20':'1.00: 15-2009.00
1S-lffiUlO; 15-1099.02; 15-102.1.00; 15-1099.00;

213 070 PROFESIONALESDE LAINFORMÁllCA 15-1051.01; 15-1061.00; 15-1071.00; 15-1071.1)1;
15-10SVJO; 15.1000.00
17-10U.QO; 17-1012.00; 17-2(61.00; 17.2071.00;

II
rm/001J002JOO3/004/0Cb1 ARQUITECTOS, INGENIEROSYAFINES

17-2072.00; 17-2141.00; 17-2121.01; 17-2151.00;
fh¿,f007/rnl 17-1022.00; 17-1021.00; 17-2112.00; 17.2199.00;

17.2021.00: 17_2041.00

II PROFESIONALESDI: lAS CIENCIAS BIOLÓGICAS.LAMEDICINA YLASAlUD
m 014j020/022/0lS/026 PROFESIONALESEN CIENCIASBIOLOGICASVOTRASDISCIPLINASRELAllVAS A LOSSERESORGANIOOS 19-1020.01; 19-1019.00; 19-1023.00; 19-1021.00

29-1062.00; 29-1041.00; 29-1061.00; 29-1063.00;
29-1064.00; 29-1065.00; 29-1Q;6.oo; 29-1067.00;
29-106S.00; 29-1069.01; 29-1069.02: 29-1069.04:

.<22 013/021/030/031 MÉDICOSYPROFESIONol.lESAFINES IEXCEPTOEl PERSONALDE ENFERM¡:RIAVPARTERIAI 29-1069.ffi: 29-1069.06; 29-1069.07; 29-1069.08;
29-1069.09; 29-1069.10; 29-1069.11; 29-1069.11;
29-1069.03; 29-1021.00; 29-10B.00; 29-1014.00;
29-1029.00; 29-1131.00

m ffio/C62 PERSONALm: EtlFERMERiAy PARTERlADE NIVHSUPERIOR 29- tillOO; 29-1111.01

n PROFESIONAlES DE LAENSEfiiANZA
25--1054.00; ;<5.1032.00; 25-1042.00; 25-1022.00;
25--1011.00; ;<5-1111.00; 25-1041.00; 25.1065.00;

~"" PRD,ESORES DEUNIVERSIDADESYOTROS ESTABLECIMIENTOSDELAENSEÑANZASUPERIOR 25-1199.00; 25-1(62.00; 2S-1ffil.OO; 2;"1071.00;
25-1063_00; 25-1112.00; 25-10113.00; 25-1067.00;
25-1072.00

232 061 I>ROFESORESDELAENSEÑANZASECUNDARIA 2S-2ffi1.00

233 062 MAESTROSTITUlADOS DELAENS!:ÑANZAPRIMARIAy PREESCOLAR 25-2021,00. 25-2011.00. 25-2011.00
234 Q6o; MAESTROSESPECIAU~DOS DE LAENSEÑANZAESPECIAL 2:"2041.00
235 C6()/061/062/064/0fi5 OTl\OS PROFES1:>NALESDI; LAtNSEÑAN~ 2;"9099.00

" OTROS PROF£SIONAUS CIENTÍFICOSE INTELEClUA1.£5

072/073{074/075/099/1401
13-2011.(11; 13.2011.02; 13.1072.llO; 13-1079.00;

" ESPECIALISTASEN ORGANIZACiÓN YADMINISTRACiÓN DE EMPRESASy AFINES 1.3-1199.00; 13.1111.00; 13-2051.00; 19-3011.00;
210/331/33B 27-3ffi1.00. 11-2011.oo

" I>R.OFESIONA1£5DELD£RECH:)
23-1011.00; 23-1023.00; 23-2093.00; 23-2011.00;

""''''ID!'''' 23-2091.00; 23-2099.00

'" 092/142 ARCHIVEROS,BIBLIOTECARIOS,OOCUM,NTAU5TAS y AFINES 25-4011.00; 25-4013.00; 25-4021.00; 25-9099.00
19-3OU.00; 19-3091.01; 19-3041.00; 19-3092.00;

244 009/011/073/075/141/143 ESPECIALISTAS,N CIENCIASSOCIALESVHUMANAS 19-:lO9l,02; 19.3099.00; 19--3093.00, 19-3094.00,
27-309l.00; 19--3ffi1.00: 19--3ffi9.00; 21-1029.00
27-3022.00; 27-3043.00; 27-3011.00; 27.3041.00;

"
00710901091/tm/f:FJ3/r041

ESCRITORES,ARTlSTASCRrATNOS y EJECUTAN1ES 27-1013.00; 27-1019.00; 27-2011.01; 27-2042.01;

"'1'"' 27-2012.02; 27-2032.00; 27_2031.00; 27-2012_02;
7.2011.00

2% 130/975 SACERDOTESDEDISTINTASRWGIONES 21-2011.00, TECNICOS '(PROFESIONAlES DENIVEl MEDIO

n TECNICDSy PROFESIONAlES DE NIVELMEDIO DElAS OENOAS FislCAS y QUIMICAS, LAINGENIERIAYAFINES

19-403HKl; 19--4041.00; 17.3031.01: 17.3022-00;
17-3023.ffi; 17-3023.01; 17-3029.00; 17-3027.01;

" 007/009/010/0ll/013/200 T£CNICOS EN OENCIAS FlslCAS YQUíMICAS YEN ING,NIERiA 17-3027.00; 17.3021.00; 19-4031.00; 19--4041.00;
17.3011.01; 17-3011.02; 17-301201; 17-3013.00;
17.3019_00; 17-3026.00; 17-301200' 17.3011.01

312 oce/070/230 TÉCNICOS EN PROGRAMACiÓN YCON"ffiOlINFORMÁTlCOS lS-1[f¡1.00; 15--1041.00
27-402UlO; 27-4012.00; 27-4D14.00; 27-4031.(0;

313 043/044/1441145/262{870 OPERADORES DEEQUIPOS ÓPllCOS y mcmóNICQS 27_4Il99.lXl; 27.4013.00; 39-3021.00; 29-2009.01;
29--2034.01; 29-2099.00

"
l!'£J/l51/152/1S3/240/5ll/ T~CNIC05 EN NAVEGACIÓN MARlllMA YAERON6.unCA

53-5021.01; 53.5021.02: 53-5021.03; 53-2011.00;
530/582 53-2022.00; 53.2021.00. 53';;041.00

'" 009{rm/1(6/240 INSPECTORES DEOBRAS, SEGURIDADVSAlUDYCONTROL DECALIDAD
47-4011.00. 33-2021.00; 33-2022,00; 13-1041.01;
19--4099.01; 5,-6(61,07; 33-3041.00; 51-9061.00
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(IUD-SS COTA.m DENOMINADON SOCCODE

" ITCNICOS y PROFESIONAl.£S DE NIVa MEDIO DE lAS (IENOAS BIOLÓGICAS, tAMEDIONA y LASALUD

m 009/012/013/014/0221'J25/
rtCNICOS DENIVELMEDIO EN CIENCIAS lIlOlÓGICAS, AGRONOMíA, ZOOTECNIA YAFINES 1!l-4021.00; 19-4011.01; 19-4093.00; 19-4011.02;

026/W7/Gm/6ll!841 19-4099.01
29-1071.(:(1; 29-9!m.OO; 2S-103UI); 29-Ztl8HXJ;

027/032!040!043/MS/04SI PROfESIONALES D£ NIVELMEDIO DE LAMEDICINA MODERNA YLASALUD(EXCEPTO Ell'ERSONAl DE 31-9091.00; 29-20<.1.00; 2"'-1123.00; 29-101LOO;
m

047/048/051 ENFfRMERlA YPARTERlA) 2"1.1081.00; ;11.9011.(10; 29-2091.00; 29-1199.00;
31.9096.00; 29-2ffi6.00: 29-1ll>LOO; 29-1129.00;
2!l-2052.00: 2$-2012.00

m 050/053 PER'iONALDE ENFERMERIAy PARTIRlA DE NIVELMEDIO 29-2061.00; 29-9099,01

" 047/0481975 PRACTICANTESDELAMtDlCINA TRADICIONALy CURANDEROS 29-1199.[14; 29-1199,01

" MAESTROS E INSTRUCTORESNO TITUlADOS

" <ES MAESTROS NOTfTULAOOS DELAEN5ENANZA PRIMARIA 2;"3099.00
3:;2 056 MAESTROS NO TITUlADOS DELAENSEfilANZAPREESCOLAR 2;"3099.00
3:;3 D64/D6S MAESTROS NOTrTU1.ADOS DELAENSEfilANZAESPECIAL 25-3m.oo
;; 152/S00/S21 OTROS MAESTROSE liIISTRUCTORESNO TInJLADOS 25-3099.00~ OTROS TEOllCOS VPROFESIONES DE NIVEl.MEDIO

41-3031.02; 41-3031.00; 13-2(52.00: 13-2(53.00;

~,3OO/320/3JO!331/332/333/ PROFESIONES DENIVEl MEDIO EN OPERACIONES FINANCIERASYCOMERCIALES 41-9021.00; 41.9022.00; 4,-3041.00: 41.4012.00;
m J.3..10Z3.00; 13.1022.00; 13-2021.02; 1).1031.02;

J.3..2099.00

~334/33S/336/338/339 AGENTB COMERCIALESYCORREDORES 13-1023.00; 13-1199.03; 4).5071.00; 13-1071.02;
13-1071.01; 13-1011.00; 41 3011.00; 41-3099.00

;<, rrTO/072/082/146/211/220/
PROFESIONALES DENIVELMEDIO DESERVICIOSDEADMINISTRACiÓN 43-6011.00; 43-6Ol2.oct 43-4031.01; 43-9041.00,

282/286 43-9111.00~1(5/128/200/213/901/902 AGENm DE LASAOMINISlMCIONES PÚBLICASDEADUANAS, IMPutSTOS y AFINES 3).3021,05; 13-2081.00: J.3..1041.00
;<, 901)903 INSPECTORES DEPOUdA y Dffi:1lVES 33-1012.00; 33-3021.01; 3.>-9Cl21.oo

'" lMllAJADORES YASISTENTESSOCIALESDENIVEl MEDIO 21.1029.00

007/rm/003/004/09S/fE61
.7.1026.00; 27-1025.00; 27-1m7.OO; 27.1m2.OO;

~,160/16111621m/424/6171 PROFESIONALES DENIVELMEDIO DEACTr.'IDADES ARTfSTICAS.ESPECTÁCULOSy DEPORTES 27-1029.00; 27-1021.00; 27-301UXl; 27.3012.00;

""
27.3021.00; 27-2041.01; 27-2042.02; 27.2031.00;
27.2099,00; 39-9031.00; 27 2mUlD; 27-2023.00

"'o AUXIUARESLAICOSDELOSOllTOS 21.2099.00
EMPLEADOS DEOFIONA, OFICINISTAS

"
210/2ll1220/1ll/222I2"301

SECRETARIOSYOPERADORES DEMAQU1"AS DEOFICINA
43-9022.00; 43-1011.00; 43-9021.00; 43-3021.03;

'" 430.6014.00

,u 122!2oo/211/211/zt4!1'i1J,'
AUXILIARESCONTABLESYFINANCIEROS .3-3031.00; 43-3021.02; 43-307HO; 43-3051.00;

183/286/331 .3-3011.00; 43-9061.00; 43-4141.00; 43-4011.00
43-5081.03; 43-5071.00; 43.5001.00: 43-S11VJO;

m 240/241/142/2J';Of282 EMPlEADOS ENCARGADOS DE REGIS-mO DEMATERIALESY DElMNSPORTES 43-S081.01; 43-S061.00; 53-1031.00; S3-4099.00;
43-S032.00; 53-1031.00; S3-6099.OO

072Iu9/141/223/2':IJ!2SlI
25-4031.00; 4:;-4071.00; 43-4U1.00; 43-9071.00;

" 251/lS3/2f1A/286/709
EMPLEADOSDE 81BlIOTECAS y SERVICIOSDECORREOS Y AFINES 43.5(51.00; 43-S051.OO; 43-S(£3.OO; 43-90&1.00;

25-401000;15--4021.00

'" 212/285 OTllOS OFICINISTAS 4;-4161.00; 43-9199.00

" EMPLEADOS EN TRATO DIRECTOCON El PUBUCO

'"
2ll/213/1S2/282118311F5/ CAJEROS,TAQUILLEROSYAFINES

41.2011.00; 39--3011.00; 39-3011.00; 39-3019.00;
286/332/975 39-3031.00

" 200/18lJ2Z2j972 EMPLEADOS DESERVICIOSDE INFORMACiÓN A lA CLIENTELA
~1-3041.00; 43-4U11.00; 43-4171.00; 43-4081.00;
43-20.21.00; 43-2011.00, TRA8AJADORES DElOS Sl:RVlaOS y VENDEDORB DECOMEROOS y MEROOOS

" TRA8AJAOORES DELOS SERVICIOS PERSONALESVDE lOS SERVlOOS DEPROlECClóN VSEGURIDAD
>ll 2.71)910/933/9721973 PERSONALALSERVICIODIRECTODE lOS PASAJEROS 39-6031.<XJ; 39-6032.00; 39-6021.<0; 39-6021.00

37-1011.00; )5.1011.00; 35-1011.00; 35-2019.00;

m D66/1S3f910/92.1/930/931/
PERSONAL DE I"TENDENCIA YOE RESTAURArITES

~2021.oct 35-1012.00; 35-3031.00; 35- .DUOO;

m 3S-302l.01; 35-1013,00; 35-2014.00; 35-2015.00;
35-2019.00

027/Q4(Jf046/(£,1/900/961l
1MBAJADORES DELOSCUIDADOS PERSONALESYAFINES

39-9011.0131-1OU.OOS3.3011.0031-'J09",.0031-
m

'" 9096.0031-9099.00
39-S011.00; 39-5012.00; 39-5092.00; 39-9099.00;

'" 048/006/961/970/971/975 01ROS TRABAJADORESDE SERVICIOS PERSONALESA PARTICUlARES 39-3091.00; 39--5091.00; 31-101UXl; 39-4011.00;
39-4021.00

515 096 AS-mOLOGOS. ADlVINAOORES y AFINES
33-1021.00; 33-2011.00; 33-3-(£1.03; 33-3-(£1.01;

" 160/890/900/901/903 ?ERSONAl DE lOS SERVICIOS DEPROTECCiÓN YSEGURIDAD 33-3(£,1.00; 33-31)12.00; 33-!Kl92.00; 33-9ffi'l.00;
33-9032.00

MODELOS, VENDEDORESY DEMOSTRADORES, 'LO MODelOS DE M:>DAS, ARTI y pUBuaDAD 41-9012.00
;n 111/310/338/833 VENDEDORESYDEMOSTRADORES DEmNDAS y ALMACENES 41-1011.00; 41-1031.00; 53--60 31.00; 41-!lOll.OO

513 313 VENDEDORES DEQUIOSCOS y DEPUESTOS 0'- Mi'RCADO
AGRICULTORESYTRABAJADORES CALIFICADOSAGROPECUARIOS Y PES UEROS

, AGRICULTORESYTllABAJADORES CAUFICADOS DE EXPLOTACIONESAGROPECUARIAS. fORESTAlES Y
P'ESQUERASCON DESTINO Al MERCADO, 4OO!410/414{41Sf4.6!42G! AGRICULTORESYTRABAJADORESCAUF1CADOSDECutTIVOS PARA El MERCADO 45-1011.07; 45-1099.00; 37.3ffi1.00; 45-2002.00

612 :~j:~~:;:~/42~lm/ CRIADORESYTRABAJADORESPECUARIOSCALIFICADOS DELACRrADEANIMALES PARA ELMERCADO YAFINES 45-1011.<18; 4S-21ll1.00; 39-2021.00; 39-2011.00

" .wD/410/414/410 PRODUCTORES y TRAbAJADORES AGROPECUARIOS CALIFICADOSCUYA PRODUCCIÓN SE DESTlNAAl MERCADO 11-9012.00; 45-2092.00

614 42.2/450/451/452 lMllAJADORES FORESTALESCALIFICADOSYAFINES 45-1011.(5; 37.3013.00; 45-4011.00; 45-4029.00

615 430/431/4321440 PESCADORES.CA2ADORES YTRAMPEROS 45-3011.00; 45-3021.00

" TRAJlAJAOORESAGROPECUARIOS y PESQUEROS DE SlIBSISlENQA
521 400/410/430 TllABAJADORB AGROPECUARIOS Y PESQUEROS DESUBSISTENCIA 45-1092.02; 45-3011.00
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(IUD-SS COTA.70 DENOMINACION SOCCODE
OFICIALES OPERARlOS YARTESANOS DE ARTESMECÁNICAS VDEOTllOS OFICIOS

n OFICIALESy OPERARIOS DE lAS INDUSTRIAS EXTRACTlVA5y DELACONSTRUCCIÓN

'" 71S/716/736 MINEROS, CM/TIROS, PEGADORESYLABI\ANlES DE PIEDRA 47-101HXl; 47.S09'HlO; 47-5[131.00; 47-2022.00,
51-9195.03

7U
009!63O!63l!640!661/fill/

OFIClALB YOPE'lARIOS DE LACONSTllUCCION {OBRAGRU[5A) y AFINES
<;7-2061,00; 47,2021.00; 47-2tJ71.00; 47-2(51.00,

SU (7.2031.02; 47-2073.00; 51-20'19.00

47-2181.00; 47.2044.00; 47-2OQOO; 47.2161.(10;

'"
630/640/&42/643/644/660/ OFICIALESYOPERARIOS DE LACONSTRUCCiÓN [TRABAJOS DEA(A6ADO) y AFINES 47-21lS1.llO; 47.2131.00; 4~9OlLOl; 47-2132.00;
670/671/6751677/736 47.2121.00; 47-2151.00; 47-2152.01; 47-2152,02;

47-4071.00: 47-2111.00

n D93/6Sl/6SUBl/952 PINTORES, UMPIADORES DE FACHADASY/l,FINES 47-2141.00; 47-2.142.00; 51-9123.00; 51-9122.00;
37-2019,00

OF1QAlES YOPERARIOS DE LAM£TALURGIA, LACONSTllUcaÓN MECÁNICA y AFINES

n .31/661/66V&63{l20!721 MOlDEADORES. SOlDADORES, CHAPISTAS, CALDER~ROS.MONTADORES DE ESTRlJCTlJRASMfTAUCAS y AFINES
51-407UXI; 51-<1121.00; 47-2211-00; 49--3021.00;
51 2041.00; 47-2221.00; 49--9rn6.oo
51-<1111.00; 5l-4(62,{XI; 51-4052.00; 51-2093.00;

n 68616S7/721/723/724/726 HERREROS.HERP.AMENTlSTAS1(AFINEs 49--9069,00; 49-9094.00; 51-1011.00; 51-4194.00;
51-4199,00
49-1011,00; 49-3023.00; 49-3043.00; 49-3031.00;

713 680/681/663/684/689 MECÁNICOS YAJUSTADORES DE MAQUINIIS 49--3052.00; 49.3092.00; 49-3011.00; 49--3041.00;
4'"-3042.00; 49-9041.(10; 49--9042.00; 43-3C61.00;
49-9099.00; 49-2092.00

670/671/672/673/074/6761
47.2111.00; 47-4021.00; 47-4099.03; 49-9031.00;

n ""mn
M;:cANICOS y AJUSTADORES DEEQUI!>OSELECTRICOS1(ELECllIÓNICOS 4'>-2097.00; Sl-202l.00; 43-2094.00; 51.2I12HIO;

49-XlU.OO: 49-2021.00; 43-9ffi2.00; 49--9C61.oo

" MECÁNICOS DE PRECISiÓN, ARTESANOS. OPERARlOS DE LASARTESGRAFICASY MINES

m 6!o/692/693/694/S40/8S01
MECÁNICOS DE PREOSIÓN EN METALESYMATERIALESSIMILARES

43-906".00; .9-9054.00; 43-9061.00; .9--9062.ll0,~, 51.!lO!lI.00; 49-9053.00; 51-9071.01

m 6':>O/6911730/732/733/7~1
IIlFAREROS, OPERARIOS DECRISTALERIASy AFINES

51-91>15,05; 51.9195.00; 51-91>15.04; 51-9031.00;

'" 51 •••123.00

" &OS16071621j631J736/8411 ARTESANOS DELAMADERA,TUIDOS, CUEROy MATERIALESSIMILARES 27-1012.00; 51-915'4.00

"
6C&'700/71Jl.1702/703{7041

OFICIALESYOPERARIOS DE lAS ARTESGRÁFICASYAFINES
SI-S011.00; 51-SOll.00; Sl-S()üoo; Sl-S022.00;

7fJS/70C>/707/700{J09 51-9131.00; SI-9132.oo

" OTROS OFtaAllS, OPERARIOS YAR'TESANOSDE AKIT5 MECÁNICAS YDE OTROS OFIOOS

'"
750/751/753/754/755/757/

OFICIALESYOPERARIOS OH PROCESIIMIENTO DEALIMENTOS YAFINES
51-3011.00; 51-302UXl; 51.3[122.00; 51-3023.00;

'''' 51.3092.00

'" 631/63:1./633/841 OFICIALESYOPERARIOS DELTRATAMIENTO DELAtMDERA, EBANISTASYAFINES
51.7011.00; 51-7021.00; 51-7031-00; 51-7032.00;
51-7099.00

600!603/604/6rt5/605/001/
51-6011.00; 51-6I12UXl; 51-6052.00; 51-rol2.00,

'" 610/611/612/61316141615/ Oí'ICIALESYOPERARIOS DElOS romLEs 1(DELACON<ECCIÓN y AFINES
616/617/618/619/844/846

51-6093.00; 51.6099.00

,.619/620/621/622/613fl70,I
OFICIALESYODERARIOS DElAS PIELES,CUEROYCAlZADO SI-6041.00: 51-60112.00m
OPERADORES DEINSTIUAClON~ y MA UtNAS y MONTADORES

" OPERADORES DEINSTALACIONES FIJAS YMINES -~,715/716/73f,/802 OPERADORES o: INSTAlACION~S MINERAS y DEEXTllACCIÓNy PROCESAMIENTO DE MINERALES 47-5049.00.47.504.2,00: 51.9C82.00 47.5021.00

BU 720/721/722/724 OPERADORES DEINSTALACIONESDEPROCESIIMIENTO DE METALES
51-4051.00. 51-407UXJ; 51-4011.00; 51-4021.00;
51-41 ••2.00

BU 730/73V7~/737n40 OPERADORES DEINSTALACIONESDEVIDRIERlII, CERAMICAy MINES 51-9051.00; 47-2021.00; 51-9195.(6; 51-9195.04

" 631/746fl48/7W OPERADORES DEINSTALACIONESDEPROCESAMIENTO DE LAMADERAYLA FABRICACIONDE PAPEL 51-7041.00

'" 734/741J742/743{l44/842 OPERAOORES DEINSTALACIONESDETRATAMIENTOSQUIMICOS
51-902l.00; Sl-9012.00; 51-S093.00; 51-&191.00;
51-9011.00

" 671/759/832/Bro OPERIIDORES DEINSTALACIONESOE PRODUCCiÓN DE ENERG(AYIIFINES
51-8:199.04; 51-1lOl2.00: 51-Bm.3.00; 53-7072.00;
53-7071.00

""'" OPERADORES DECADENAS DE MONTAJE AUTOMATIZADASYDEROSOTS INDUSTRIALES
82 OPERADORES DEMÁQUINAS YMONTADORES

663/687/723/726/734/7361
51-40~,00; 51-4032.00; 51-4035.00; 51.4031,00:

82 OPERADORES DEIViÁQUINASPARATRABAJARMETALESYPRODUCTOS MINERALES 51-4022.00; 51--4033.00; 51-9032.00; 47.5049.00;

"'" 51-4023.00
82 707/715/726/740/7!1/744 OPERADORES DEMÁQUINAS PARA FABRI::AR~ROOUCTOSQuíll.~C05 51-9121.00; 51.9132.00

82 BU O~ERAOORES DErMQlnNAS PARA FABRICARPRODUCTOS DECAUCliO YDE MilITRlAL PlASTlCO
51-9197.(1Cl;51-4:B1.00: 51-4021.00; 51-C19l.00;
51-403S.00; 51.4072.00; 51--4033.00

82 631'6>2 OPERADORES DEMIlQUINAS PARA FAB'tICAR PRODUCTOS DE MAD~RA 51-7042.00; 51-9121.00
S15 702/7rt5flfJ5l700/74ó/7BO OPERADORES DEtAAQUINAS DEIMPRENTA, ENCUADERNACiÓN YFABRICACiÓN DEPRODUCT05 DE PAPEL 51-5023.00: 51-9196.00

6OO/602/603/604/6C516071 51.6051.00; 51-6062.00; 51-6063.00; 51-6064,00;
8266OB/609/611/614/61S/6191 OPERADORES DEMÁQUINAS PARA FABRICARPRODUCTOS TEX11lESy ARTlcULOS DEPIELYCUERO 51-6091.00; 51-6031.00. 51-9<£1.00; 51-604-2.00

621/62Jlno/nl

82
750/7521753/7S4/75S!7S'>1 OPERADORES DEMÁQUINAS PllRA ELABORARALIMENTOSYPRODUCT05 AFINES 51-3091.00; 51-3093.00; 51-9192.00; 51-9193,00
757/7S8/76ü{761/825
Fm/623/63216W/68l/693/

82 n3/726/746/7frJ/790/791/ MONTADORES 51-2031.00; 51-21122.00; 51-2093.00; 51.2099.00

79"lI42
829 671/736/sn/823IGlSI975 OTIlOS OPERADORES DE MÁQUINAS YMONTADORES 51-9111.00: 51-9191.00

" CONDUCTORES DEVEHICUlOS y OPERADORES DE EQUIPOS PESAD05 MÓVIlES
631 510/532/534 MAQUINISTAS DE LOCOMOTORAS YAFINES 53-4011.00; 5,-4012,00; 53-4099_00; 53-4011.00

CONDUcroRES DEVtHIcULOS DE MOTOR
53.3Ml.00; 53-3033.00; 53-~11.oo; 53-3021.00;

832 SOO/501/50215C6 53-302200; 53-3032.00; 53-3001.00

OPERADORES DóMAQUINARIA AGRICOLAf\o1ÓVILy DEOTRAS MAQUINAS MÓVILES
5;'3D99.00; 53. 7011-00; 53-7~OO; S3.7031.oo;

" .2ilS1ll1161/862 53-7032.00; 53.7033.00; 53.7041.00; S3-7(61.OO

1134S20/S21/531 MARINEROS DECUBIERTAYAFINES 53-5011.00; S3.5Cl2l.00; 53-6011.00
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aUO.Bll COT/l,-m OENOMINAQON SOCCODE
TRABAJADORESNO CAUFI~, TRABA/ADORES NO CAl.lHCAOOS DE V£NTAS y SERVlOOS

" 301/311/312/313/3W VENDEDORESAMBULANTESVAFINES 41.9091.(10: 41-9041.00

'" 953/975 LIMPIABOTASVOTROSTRABAJADORESCALLEJEROS 53.6021.00

'"
832/920/921/930/933/94W

PERSONM DOMÉSTICOYAFINES, LIMPIADORES, LAVANDEROSYPLANCHADORES 37.2012.00; 35-2013,00; 35-9021,00; ,7.2021.00;
941/~31!lS2 47-4071".833/950/S52 CONSEIUB, LAvt.!X,'JRESDEVENTANAS y AfiNES 39--Wll.00; 37-20U.OO; 53.7051.00

91S ~~;:~0:~2/903!910!
43-5021.00; 39-6011.00; 39-2021.00; 39-6011.00;

MENSAJ!:HOS, PORTEADORES, PORTEROS YAFINES 39-303UXI; 33-9032.00; 39.3093.00; 37.201UlO;
43-5041.00

" 312/834f83S RECOl£cmRES DEBASURAYAFINES 53-7081.00

" TRABAJAOORES/'IOCAUFICAOOS DESERVICIOSI'ERSON41ES, PEONES AGROPECUARIOS, FORESTAlES, PESQUEROS YAFINES

'" 420/422/424/43()/440/450/ PEONES AGROPECUARIOS, FORESTALES,PESQUEROS YAFINES '5-2092.02; 45-3021.110; 45-2021.00; 45-200l-1.oo

" PEONES DELAMINERrA, LACONSTRucaÓN, LAINDUSTRIA MANUFAOURERA y El TRANSPORlE

'" 80:1/811 PWNl:s DE LAMINEAIAYLACONS1RUOCIÓN 47-4051.00; 47-3019,00; 47.3011.00, 47-~O12.OO;
47-3(113.00; 47-3014.00; 47.3015,00, 47-3016.00

'" 821/822/823/823 PWNES OElA INDUSTR!AMANUfACTUREFlA 53-7064.00; 51.9199 00; 51-919&-00

'"
5011/SlI5l820/821/822/824/

PEONES DELTRANSPORTE S3-7121.00; 53-7062.00

'"
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J991192 1998199 DifT. in Mrans 200lm2 2009/10 mlT. in Me,ans DilT. in Means

Variahlc /\'lean Std.Dev i'\Ir:m Std.l>t~,.. (98199 - 91192) Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Drv. (09/10 - 01m2) (09/10-91192)

Log wages 4,094 0,666 4,19X 0,739 0,1 04 4,100 0,764 4,118 0,70 0,018 0,023

NOIl-Married 0,189 0,392 0,216 0,412 0,027 0,241 0,428 0,252 0,43 0,011 0,063

Agc 41,5ól 10,792 , 41.111 IO/IH2 -0,451 41,502 10,684 41,747 10,71 0,245 0,184

Fducation
6 yeül's 01" Iess (ed 1) 0,415 0,493 0.339 0,473 -0,076 0,274 0,446 0,251 0,.13 -0,023 -0,164

From7 to 9 years (cul) 0,324 0,468 OJ20 0,467 -0,004 0,284 0,451 0,280 0,45 -0,004 -0,044

From 10 to 12 ycars (cd3) 0,147 0,354 0,200 0,400 0,053 0.279 0,449 0,293 0,46 0,014 0.146

From 13 to J 6 )'cars {edil) 0,052 0,222 0,064 0,245 0,012 0,067 0,250 O,07(j 0,26 0,008 0,024

16 and nl)rc ycars (cd5) 0,062 0,241 0.076 0,265 0,014 0,096 0,295 0,100 0,30 0,004 0,039

Expcricncc
Expcrience <5 (exp 1) 0,007 O,ORl 0,008 0,087 0,001 0,008 0,Og8 0,008 0,09 0,000 0,001

5<Expcrcincc> I () (cxp2) 0,035 0,185 0,044 n,106 n,009 0,05.1 0,221 0,054 0,23 0,003 0,019

1O<Fxperience<15 (cxp3) 0,118 0,323 0,136 0,143 0,018 0,137 0,344 0.126 0,33 .0,011 O,O(JK

15<E.xperience<20 (cxp4) 0,lú3 0,369 0,147 0,354 -0,016 0,148 0,355 0,157 0,36 0,009 -0,006

20<Experiencc<25 (cxp5) 0,137 0,344 0,147 0,354 0,010 0,143 0,350 0,142 0,35 -0,001 0,005

25<Fxperience<30 (exp6) 0,124 0,330 0,140 0,347 0,016 0,133 0,340 0,124 0,33 -0,009 0,000

30<Experience<35 (cxp7) 0,115 0,319 0,114 0,317 -0,002 0,125 0,331 0,132 0,34 0,007 0,017

35<Expcricncc<40 (cxp8) 0,105 0,307 0,106 0,308 0,001 0,1 03 0,304 O,IOS 0,31 0,005 0,003

r.::..:pcricnce>40 (exp9) 0,195 0,396 0,158 0,364 -0,038 0,152 0,359 0,149 0,36 -0,003 -0,047

Re:-l oflhe COlDltrv 0,4 74 0,499 0,493 0,500 0,019 0,500 0,500 0,521 0,50 0,021 0,047

>
N

Rr$I,IIS basr-d 011~CH dala fron! 1')<)1, 1992, 1998, 1999, 2001,2002, 2009. 201 O

Numbcl ofobsnvatlons ]991f'J2: 135¡lR; 1998/99: 13,294; 2001102: 13,018; 2()09!Hl: 30,609

Somec' AlIthor's ovel1 caiculaliolls
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Appendix Table A.3. Men hourly wage inequality measures

Year/Inequality Measure 90-10 gap 90-50 gap 50-10 gap Vananee Gini
1991/92 1,635 0,891 0,745 0,444 0,089
1998/99 1,807 1,009 0,798 0,545 0,097
Change 0,171 0,118 0,053 0,102 0,008
2001/2002 1,850 1,055 0,795 0,582 0,105
2009/2010 1,728 0,959 0,768 0,491 . 0,095
Change -0,122 -0,095 -0,027 -0,091 -0,011
Results based 00 ECH data from 1991, 1992, 1998, 1999, 2001,2002,2009,2010 .

Number of observations 1991/92: 13,918: 1998/99: 13,294: 2001/02: 13,018; 2009/10: 30.609 .

Source: Author's OWIlcalculatiollS .
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NumbeT of obserntions 1991J92: 13,917 ; 1998/99: 13,294; 2001/1001: 13,033; 1009!JO: 30.631.

Source: Author's 0'.'.'11 calculations. Results basedon ECH 199U992,1998,1999.2001.2002 anrl2009.20iO dma

Notes: FFL (20¡O) decumposition method with F(X) 1991/92 reweighled 10 1998/99 andF(X) 2001102 reweigbted to 2009/2010.

Bootstraped standard etrofS are in parenthesis (100 replications of the entire procedure) .

Tbe formulas for the different =ponems are as followlng.. Tbe re'-'o'ei£bting error is the difference between ¡he total cha::J.getllId the sum of

the wage structure and oomposition effed s and!he spedficaeion error .

Table A4. Aggregale DecompositioD Results

InequaIity Measure: 90-10 90-50 50-10 Varlance Ginl
1991192 - 1998199

Total Chal1ge 0,1790 "** 0,1157 "'*. 0,0533 ••"'* 0.1035 "'** 0,0079 **'*
(0,023) (0,OJ6) (0,015) (0,010) (0,001)

Wage Structure 0,0723 *** 0,0487 *** 0,0237 ** 0,0517 *** 0,0033 *"'*
. (0,022) (0,020) (0,013) (0,01l) (0,001)

Composition 0,1112 "'~'r._ 0,0794 u-« 0,0318 *x~; 0,0524 "'** 0,0047 '*'
(0,OJ8) (0,015) (0,006) (0,008) (0,001)

Specification Error 0,0083 0,0072 0,00[2 0,0057 0,0004
(0,025) (0,022) (0,015) (0,01l) (0,001)

Reweighing Error -0,0[29 -0,0095 -0,0033 -0.0063 '" -0,0005
(0,011) (0,009) (0,003) (0,005) (0,000)

2001102 - 2009/10

Total Change -o,1113.':=t: -0,0932 ~:,,~, -0,0181 ' ~O,0719 "'*~: -ú,0072 *~*
(0,017) (0,OJ4) (0,013) (0,010) (0,001)

Wage Structme -0,1543 ~ ., -0,1196 *~* -0,0347 "'H -0,0954 ~:*,~ -0,0089 .••**
(0,022) (0,019) (0,014) (0,01l) (0,001)

Composition 0,0416 •• 0.0277 *'" 0,0138 ••'" 0.0232 **'" 0,0018 (:~*

(0,018) (0,013) (0,007) (0,008) (0,001)

Specification Error 0,0057 0,0017 0,0030 0,0]47 0,00J4 •
(0,027) (0,021) (0,020) 0,012 (0,00l)

Reweighing Error -0,0043 -0,0041 -0,0002 -0,OJ44 • -0,0015 u*

(0,012) (0,009) (0,004) (0,007) (0,001)
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Table AS. Detailed Decomposition Resul!s 1991192 -1998/99

Inequality Measure: 90-10 90-50 50-10 Variance Gini
A: Detailed Composition Effects:

Information -OJlOO8 -0,0007 -0,0001 -0,0003 0,0000
(0,002) (0,002) (0,000) (0,001 ) (0,000)

Autornation 0.0061 **'" 0,0060 **+ 0,0001 0,0028 ~::,,* 0,0003 *\"*
(0,003) (0,002) (0,001 ) (0,001) (0,000)

EducatÍOn 0,0645 >1"U 0,0524 *::0-* 0,0121 **' 0,0280 **. 0,0018 **'"
(0,014) (0,012) (0,003) (0,006) (0,000)

Experience -0,0144 ** -0,0110 •• -O'(Xl34 ** -0,0056 ** -0,0004 *
(0,006) (0,005) (0,002) (0,003) (0,000)

Industry 0.0263 *** 0,0147 *** 0,0116 .',,' 0,0158 **~: 0,0015 ~,**
(0,005) (0,004) (0,003) (0,003) , (0,000)

Otbers 0.0294 *** 0,0179 "'** 0,0]15 t:*>',: 0,0117 U~: 0,0016 ***
(0,009) (0,007) (0,004) (0,004) (0,000)

Total Composition Effect 0.1112**';' 0,0794 *~.~, 0.0318 :~** 0,0;24 "~"~o 0,((14 7 ~::~\~
(0,018) (0,015) (0,006) (0,008) (0,001)

B: Detailed Wage Structure Effects:

Infonnation -0,0003 0,0013 -0,0015 •• -0,0003 -0,0001
(0,001) (0,001 ) (0,001) (0,001) (0,000)

Automation -0.0017 • -0.0019 ** 0,0002 -0.0002 0,0000
(0,001) (0.001 ) (0,000) (0,000) (0,000)

Education 0,0718 • 0.0342 0,0376 0.0327 •• 0,0017
(0.055) (0,046) (0.030) (0.017) (0,002)

Experience 0,2434 • 0,1608 0,0826 0,1192 ** 0,0085 '"
(0,169) (O,150) (0.071) (0,063) (0.005)

Indusrry -0,1852 *** -0,1501 *** -0,0351 -0,0596 •• -0,0042 •
(0.067) (0.057) (0.037) (0,031 ) (0,003)

Others 0.1058 *** 0.0671 •• 0.0386 0,0561 *** 0,0061 ***
(0,044) - (0,037) (0,026) (0,021) (0,002)

Constant -0.1615 -0.0628 -0,0987 -0,0962 -0,0086 •
(0,217) (0,198) (0,095) (0,076) (0,006)

-Total Wage Structure Effect 0,0723 ,,~*,~ 0.0487 *~:* 0;0237 ,~~, 0.0517 :~*:~ 0.0033 *.'*'
(0,022) (0,020) (0,013) (0,011) (0,001)

Notes: FFL (2010) Decomposition method with F(X) 1991192 Te\'>'eigh!edto 1998/99.

BOOlstrapped standard errors are ín parenthesís (100 rep lícatíons of the entire procedure) .

Exp \anatol)' grouped variables ínclude, technology :automatíon and ínfonnation content oftasks. S educatíon c1asses

(6 years or less onnníted). 9 potentiai experience classes (5 to JO years ommíted). othcrs (rest oftbe country. nonmarried and public sector), 7 activity .

seCtors (Social and Personal services ommited)

*** p<O.OI, ** p<O.05 .• p<O.1

NumberofobservatÍons 199]192: 13.9]7; 1998199: 1:'1.294.

Source: Author"s own c.alculatíons. Results based en ECH 1991.1992 and 1998.1999 data
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Table A6. Detailed Decomposition Resmls 2001/02 - 2009/10

lnequality Measure: 90-10 90-50 50-10 Variance Gini
A: Detailed Composition Effects:

Infonnanon -0,0043 -0,0035 -0.0007 -0,0021 -0,0001
(0,005) (0,004) (0.001) (0,003) (0,000)

Automarion -0,0021 • -0,0021 • 0,0000 -0,0021 • -0,0002 •
(0,001) (0,002) (0,000) (0,001) (0,000)

Education 0,0424 ,,"* 0,0260 *t:* 0,0164 ,~** 0.0159 ".",. 0.0007 ,,",
(0,014) (0,011) (0,004) (0.006) (0,000)

Experience -0,0132 • -0,0082 • -0,0050 • -0,0058 • -O,()()(» *
(0,008) (0,006) (0,003) (0,004) (0,000)

lndustry 0,0243 *:::~ 0,0195 " •• 0,0047 * 0,0213 :t:::::t' 0,0021 ***
(0,006) (0,005) (0,003) (0,004) (0,000)

;Others -0,0055 -0,0040 -0,0015 -0,0041 -0,0003
(0,009) (0,006) (0,005) (0,004) (0,000)

Total Composition Effect 0.0416 •• 0.0277 "", 0,0138 "'''' 0,0232 .,'", 0,0018 ***
(0.018) (0,013) (0,007) (0,008) (0,001)

B: Detailed Wage Structure Effects:

InfonnatÍan 0,0109 *** 0,0127 *** -0,0019 0,0030 ** 0,0001
(0,004) (0,004) (0,002) (0,002) (0,000)

Automation 0,0033 ** 0,0027 ** 0,0006 0,0010 * 0.0000
(0,002) (0,001) (0,001) (0,001) (0,000)

Education -0,0226 0,0104 -0,0330 -0,0368 •• -0,0029 ••
(0,042) (0,038) (0,035) (0,018) (0,002)

Experience -0,0683 0,0144 -0,0827 • -0,0757 • -0,0018
(0,116) (0,109) (0,054) (0,045) (0,004)

lndustry -02920 ~*t.. -02252 ::'** -0,0668 "'JI: -0.1151 "',,. -0,0121 ,,','
(0,059) (0,057) (0,032) (0,030) (0,002)

Others 0,0123 0,0354 -0,0230 0,0150 0,0009
(0,049) (0,041) (0,027) (0,024) (0,002)

COnStant 0,2021 • 0,0299 0.1721 •• 0,1132 ** 0,0069 •
(0,155) (0.143) (0,076) (0,060) (0,005)

Total Wage Structure Effect -0.1543 **,:. -0,1196 u:~ -0,0347 *** -0.0954 *". -0,0089 ***
(0,022) (0,019) (0,014) (0,011) (0,001)

Notes: FFL (201 O) Decomposition method with f(X) 2001/02 rewei!:'hted lo 2009/10 .

Bootstrapped standard errors are in parenthesis (100 rep jicatioos ofthe entire procedure).

bplanatory grouped \'ariables inelude, technolo~ (automation and infonnation content oftask¡;), 5 education classes

(6 years or less ommited), 9 potential experience elasses (5 to ID years ommited). othcrs (rest ofthe country nonmarricd and publie sector). 7 activity

seetars (Social and Personal serv.ices ommited)

*** p<O.Ol. u p<0.05, " p<O.1

Number of observations 2001/2002: 13.033: 2009/10: 30.631.

Smuce: Author"s own calculations. Results based on ECH 2001.2002 and 2009.2010 data
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Appendix Figure A.2

A. Total Composition Effects 1991/92 to 1998/99
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B. Total Wage Structure Effects 2001/02 to 2009/10

A. Total Wage Structure Effects 1991/92 to 1998/99
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A. Technology Wage Structure Effects 1991/92 to 1998/99
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